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Introduction

This is the final report of research carried out

under ONR Contract # N00014-79-C-0760 during the period

August 1, 1979, through July 31, 1983. The work was

primarily devoted to investigation of the Cerenkov-Raman

Maser. This device consists of a relativistic electron

beam, a rippled magnetic field pump, and a dielectric

resonator. When the dielectric resonator is removed, the

Cerenkov-Raman Maser becomes identical to the stimulated

Raman maser, in the regime where the beam is to be

regarded as a collective medium, or to the free electron

laser in the single-particle regime.

In the latter devices, a transverse motion is

imparted to the be by the rippled magnetic field. The

beam electron in its rest frame "sees" the pump wavelength

foreshortened by one doppler shift, and hence radiates

at this upshifted frequency. Since this radiation is, in

turn, viewed in the lab frame, a second doppler shift is

introduced. In general the wavelength of the radiation,

x, and the pump wavelength, , are related by

X p U 1-8)/B (1)!p

where 8 v/c is the relative (parallel) electron

velocity. This radiation is enhanced the axial bunching1
I- which is,in turn, due to the axial component of the

Lorentz force.
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When the dielectric resonator is added to the system

the doppler shift relations are modified in such a way

that either

= Xp(l-8/)/8 (2a)
p p

or when 8/8>1

X= X( (/84 - i)/8 (2b)

The symbol 0 represents the relative phase velocity of

the wave. Clearly, if 8 < 1 then the wavelength

becomes shorter. Furthermore, the regime indicated by

Eq. (2b) is not a possible vacuum mode.

The remainder of this report contains abstracts of

papers presented at conferences and meetings, and reprints

and preprints of published papers, including two papers, ome of

which appeared in Volume 7 of the series devoted to the

Physics of Quantum Electronics, and the other from the series

"Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics".
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Abstract Submitted
For the Twenty-second Annual Meeting

Division of Plasma Physics
November 10 to 14, 1980

Subject Category Number 4.8

Excitation of the Slow Cyclotron W(ave bv a
Superluminous Electron Bean. W. CASE, Grinnell College
and 3. WALSH and D. ".APILOW;, Dartmouuth Collece-A
monoenergetic electron beam passing through a dielectric
is found to generate an exponentially growing,
circularly polarized, electromagnetic wave when
v > c/"C. The growth of the wave is due to the
interaction of the wave with the cyclotron motion of
the charges in the beam and is maximized wmen 2

-kV -- 2/Y, where I-eS/mc , y= (1-a)- andzo0 0v - /c. The growth rate for wave propagating in the
beam &irection is w [(S-I)/27E]1sec "I where the
frequency of the wale is w - /[y(Yci-l] sec- 1 . Growth
rates for other propagation directions at syncronism
have also been calculated. Saturation occurs when the
beam is slowed down to a point where w + , -k v is
sufficiently large and the growth rate beaes o.
Wave energy at saturation is found for the special
case of a wave propagating in the beam dizction. A
oKxison is made between this instab i ly ad the

usual Cerenkov instability.

Supported in part by the Office of Naval limearch
Grant 00014-79-C-0760

.,-"( )Prefer Poster Session Submitted by:

(X) Prefer Oral Session o..".'., .,
No Preference (signature of APS member)
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' ( )Special Requests for placement (same name typewritten)
Sof this abstract: Grinnell College

Special Facilities Requested

(e.g., movie projector)

This form, or a reasonable facst;' p,.- rwo Xerox Copies must be received NOT LATER
THAN WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11. 1980 at the following address: J

Division of Plasma Physics Annual Meeting

Ms. Diane Miller
Jaycor
P.O. 'Box 370
Del Mar, California 92014
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relativsstcc electron beam accelerated along the ixis experiment and their interpretation will also be
Of a %tletic lined wavegu:dc has produced ohdrent discussed.
Cercn.ov ri.itsn at kilawatt nower levels in tne *Submitted by L. R. Ra-.lh~n

nili~,et.er reg:cn. her. a descrition of tcn
experime:ntal arparatus, and some experimental results
will be presented.

G 2 A Zco' lIei c" :re .3clr Svstem -

ork supported in part by U.S. Army Grant So. DAAG Part I. N Z. . zietir-d. 721
29-79-CO 2030. solar svstem has a new rumber_ 9_;3L with

dimensiorS of kMZ/sec In the plane of the
ecliptie. The Newtonian relation for orbital

F4 Relativistic Bean Preemption in a Dielectric bodies is a limiting form of the expression
Lined Wave~uide. 3. BRA.SCU:.I, _.E. WALSH. R.W. LAN derived. Jupiter h as an Influential role. A

Dartmouth Collee, Hanover, N.H. 03735--qelativistic non-linear relation is quantized where

electron aeams propagating along the axis oi a iS%(,I to a constant. With C. as the

dielectric lined cylindrical waveguide have been shown constant, where Pt ae the value

to produce coherent millimeter radiation.
1  

Surface unity and taires care of the dimersio.s, R. has

charge collecting on the dielectric liner causes he n value of s.01026.2 A. U. The ntmberod"
problems of oeam dynamics which could limit the takes Integral values whie P is tfe period

practical uses of this process. Experiments demonst- in sidereal tropical years. The valse of
rating the effects of charge collection and some repenfully Values of for uc

possible solutions will be described, bodies a9 7Object Koual. Halley's omet and

Knand J. Walsh. Cere are 1867, 1749 and 269 . The number
Bull. An. Phys . Soc. 24, 1076 (1979). c gives the average seai-major axes.

u.S 4The secular variations for the

Work Supported in part by U.S. Army Grant No. DAAG- outer planets are discussed.

29-79-CO 2030.

G 3 Quarks and Particles. HAOLD F.~ScZMEE Retired. AlneiW-tio onsideratons
Cerenkov-Cvclotron Instability. J. GOLUB and of e ire d. of atic on rti

__________________of the masses of loarticles show intriguing
7.. WALSH, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H. 037S5-- results. Phase paths for Pions and Kacma

It has been shown that a slow cyclotron wave propaga- are indicated. A derived number 0.511004091
ting along an electron bean. both in a dielectric In considered as the mass of the electron In
medium. is unstable.

1 
A slow space charge wave Mo/ c2 and a nutber of abouth 100 ev/ a Ios

propagating at the Cerenkov angle in a similar system obtained which is perhaps related to the

is also unstable. We have investigated the off-angle electron neutrino. Relations are given for
propagation of a slow cyclotron wave. the system is the proton and the neutron. The twin prIm8
shown to be unstable at a wavelength given by centered at 138 and 1020 play a role.

A (Bn-l)/(/2wc) Rational fractions eaa as the alleged
fractionally charged quarks appear naturally.

where d v/ is the relative bei velocity; n is Elliptic functions, particularly the
th index of refraction of the dielectric; aed ic is welerstrass relations, are revealing. A
the relativistic cyclotron frequency. A small signal fundamental relation io easily suitable t
temporal growth rate has been derived for propagation oover many types of foress.
at a general angle. At the Cerenkov angle, using
realistic experimental parameters and A - SOOlam, this

* growth rate is approximately one order of magnitude

greater than that of the on-angle case. Potential -SESSIONH- GENERAL
application of this instability to some practical SatuEaION 14: A 1EWA 1
free electron laser systems will be discussed. Olin 14al, Room 126 at 9:00 A.M.
1. D. Kapilow and .E. Walsh, Bull. A m. Phys. Soc., P. Glans. p esiding
ZS, 6 (1980).
Supported in part by The Offce of Naval ResearchH

paGrant #Nb0014-79-C-0760. H I Asociation of Me 28lobine as Stuie by Intensi-
Gran 5N00l73 CO76. * ty Fluetuatlon c!roest'y. I. 3. L- ATZ I o

2,ectitu, () h.orsl soult hemgloao i,hbA) exists
in vivo as a tetra..?,two chain@ of which ere of thee(

SESSION (G: GRAVITATION/COMOILOGY form and two chokins of which areA. The extent of the
asociation of these four chains into tetramer, in vitre,

Saturday moring, 18 April 1981 was mesesred by intensity fluctuation spectromeopy (In)
Olin Hall, Room 22319:U00AM. and a pH dependent reaction 9qillbrium constant deduc-
H. W. Miblinm, presiding ad. Pesulte are rompared with values obtained bv otbe

methods. (2) Formation or wmlti-tetroserc asregates et

*11bA is fouad to occur, in vitro, at low ionic mtre~lmt.
G I Mechanism of Electromagnetic Radiation, The a-orem mice of an Ilgste and the dispersion is
H. '. IIlnGn G. Worceater Polytechnic Institute.- sizes war determined by 7S . Indicstions of limited as-
Mach's principle asserts that inertial effects are greetion at very high ionic strength was also obesrved.
caused not by acceleration relative to some reference (3) Aplication of IFS to studies of so-called sickling

* frame but by acceleration relative to the tat of the heaolobins IM) will be discussed. The formation of
mass of the universe; however, experimental confirmation the eiobin of deoHS -wi S me be prece b satie of

rf t~ia prnci'le is precluded largely by the laposi- limited a etion. These states shou'l be amenable to
b2..ity o removing that ambient mass or of shielding a study by rpS.
system from Its effect. The corresponding eleccromag- 'K. J. LLsttuts, atal., Biophs. J. 2., 63 (1961).
netic principle would attribute radiation by a charge
to acceeration relative to he ambient charge. An

* experiment will be described that can, in principle.
inVestigate tne mechanism of electromagnetic radiation: H 2 Hand Held Calculators it Qua-.tative Analysi s of

does a charge radiate because it has absolute acceler- S rckleir s. JP. VF-e P

ation or because it has an acceleration relative to fst.--Recnt advances In speckle metroo y
, 
bas onht

. other charges? The possible results of such an concept of Projection matrices, lead to the develmlsent

796
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Abstract Submitted
For the Tventy-third Annual Meeting

Division of Plasma Physics
October 12 to 16, 19S1

Category Number and Subject Microwave Generation - 4.8

S] Theory 0 Experiment

Cerenkov Radiation Sources in the Range
500pm-10Um*. J.B. I4URPHY and J.E. WALSH, Dartmouth
Collee-A single slab dielectric waveguide is
examined as a resonator for a Cerenkov free electron
radiation source.' Properties of the resonator, such
as transverse mode spacing, power distribution,
scaling of resonator thickness with frequency, are
examined. Starting currents are computed based on
the linear theory of the single particle interaction
mechanism for beams of experimental interest
(Ay/y 10- 3). The linear gain of the device is
compared to the undulator type device in the 50OUm-
10pm range. Nonlinear estimates of the saturated
power are calculated based on a particle trapping
model. We find that the small signal gain of this
device compares favorably with undulator coupled
devices and thus that operation in the infrared
pontion of the spectrum is a realistic possibility.

1. J.E. Walsh, in Phys. Quan. Elec. Vol. 7, 255.
(Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass. 1980).

*Work supported by ONR Contract.# N00014-79-C-0760.
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o Prefer Oral Session ")/'- m

o3 No Preference .(nature of APS member)

o3 Special Requests for placement John Walsh
of this abstract: (same name typewritten)
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(address)NH 03755
This form, or a reasonable facsimile, plus Two Xerox Copies must be received NO LATER THAN
Thursday, July 9, 19SI, at the following address:

Division of Plasma Physics Annual Meeting
/o Ms. Joan NI. Lavis

Grumman Aerospace Corporation
105 College Road East
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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Abstract Submitted
For the Twenty-third Annual Meeting

Division of Plasma Phxsics
October 12 to 16, 1981

Category Number and Subject Microwave Generation - 4.8

[Theory 13 Experiment

Excitation of the Slow Cyclotron Wave in a
Dielectrically Loaded Waveguide*. W. CASE, Grinnell
College, J. GOLUB AND J. WALSH, Dartmouth College.--
We have continued our studies of the interaction of
the modes of a dielectrically loaded waveguide and
the slow cyclotron mode of a cold relativistic
electron beam.1 For the limit w >> Q/y >> w the
growth rate is found to be:

'20

where: fQ eBo/mc, w is the operating frequency, w
is the plasma frequency, and 8 E vo/c. The growth?
rates for the cylindrical guide are similar and will
be presented. A comparison will be made between
this instability and the slow space charge inter-
action (Cerenkov Instability). The physical
mechanism which leads to the growth will also be
discussed.

1. W. Case, J. Walsh, and D. Kapilow, 22nd. Annual
Meeting of Division of Plasma Physics (1980).

*Work supported by ONR Contract # N00014-79-C-0760.

J
I Prefer Poster Session Submitted by:

- Prefer Oral Session I J.,€, ('a...
0 No Preference (signature of APS member)

, Special Requests for placement William Case
of this abstract: (same name typewritten)

0 Special Facilities Requested Grinnell College, Grinnell,
(e.g., movie projector) Iowa (address)

This form, or a reasonable facsimile, plus Two Xerox Copies must be received NO LATER THAN
Thursday, July 9, 1981, at the following address:

Division of Pla=sma Physics Annual Meeting
c/o Ms. Joan .M. La\ is
Grumman Aerospace Corporation
105 College Road East
Princeton, Ncw Jersey 08540
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3.C. Phillips, Covalent Bonding in Crystals. Molecules, SESSION E: CONCIENSED MATTER (EXPERIMENT)
and Polymers (Ui. of Chicago Press, 1969); H. Wdatanabe as Saudymrig.3Otbr18
cited in ref. 1. Rom11Ine a:0  t 045 JA

D 3 Nonlinear scenn ofngtv ont charoas Inr! Cerenkoy Radliation as a Source of
diamond sion0and germala. P. CSV ZKY and K.R. Mlimtradaon .. RHCJ.WL "-

*WlNST~l or un K alne.--Cornolti and Restal (CR) he An electron moving wit% a velocity greater than the
recently form-uTROlT' s-Fermi (TF) theory of nonlinea phase velocity of an electromgnetic wave produces
impurity screening in semiconductors. CR have obtained th oai~,n.Ti tato cnbaheed hycal
spatially-variable dielectric function for charges i led in a number of ways. one of which is to have the
t 4.. (so is the proton charge) embedded in pure diamond, elecron~ move through (or near) a dielectric. The
Si and Ge. The nonlinear results differ importantly from restdltant radiation is known as Cerenkov radiation.

*the results of the linearized TF theory2. Werhave pre- This phenomenon may be used as the basia of a practical
* viously solved the nonlinear TF equation of CR by an equiv willimeter-infrared radiation source. Three puroblems

alent variational principle1. We have used a two-pararete must be considered: 1) method for making a/ck < 1.
tial solution and considered the cases of +1eo. +2e0. +3 )dpneneo@euwaeculn o ,y nand ede in pure diamuond Si and Ge. We have now extended position. 3) method of insuring that energy moves
our var~ational approach to the negative charges -loo. -?e into the wave from the bean. The first problem is
-3eO. and -deo in the above seviconductorS4. Our analytic solved by uaing a dielectric resonator with internal
results, using again a two-paraveter trial so lution, agree relcintpso oe Tescodisapoceremarkably well with the numerical results of CR by examining the phase-velocity dependence of the

strength of the electric field which is undergoing1F. omoti nd t. est, Pys.Rev a 7. 239(198). total internal reflection. The third problem is
IF. ornlti nd . RstaPhy. Re. 817.3239(198). approached by constructing a dielectric Fabry-Perot2R. Rests, Phys. Rev. B 16, 2717 (1977). resonator. Each comoent will be discussed briefly.

*Supported In part by Office of Naval Research Grant f
SP. Esaminszky and K.R. Brownstein. Phys. Rev. 8 (to be aNOOO-16-79-C-0760.4
published).J

%P. Csavinszky and K.R. Brownstein. Phys. Nev. 8 (to be 6 Millimeter Wave Generation with a Relativistic
published). 9'-!I9I "a . LVADMN. J. BPANSCUII* end J. WALSH*

-- Paiitf electrmgmetic radiation in the 3S to
- 150 Ella range by a mildly relativistic electron beamn

D4 Phonon Conduction In Elastically Asteotrople accelerated along the axis of a dielectrically lindCubic Crystals. A. K. McCurdy. Worcester Polytechnic cylindrical waveguide has been reported elsshwerD .
IntItut.- Striking difference* in the bomayea- This process shows pertautial a a tumable surce of
tazed phowon conductivity are predicted along th Pra high power millimerter radiation. Results of experi-
cipal axes of cubic crystals. Tme results are to~ mestal work to deostate this possibility will he
phomn focusing arising from elastic a"iootroy Nor-
malized curves of phemon conductivity have been calcu-
lated for samples of square crooe-soctioe as a fuctios 1. K. Felch, 9. Dusby. It. Layman. sand J. Walsh. Bull.
of the elastic anisotropy &-2C441(C1 -C12) "m. Phs 2.24, 1076 (1961).

elastc rato 2/c Atiotropies ai mre than 502
are possible foi diiherent rod axes. Silicon an cac- *Wlork sulIorted in pert by U.S. Army Research Office
um fluoride. materials in which this anisotropy we* Grant 0 0AA-29-79-C-OISS.
first reported, are shown to be very favorable materi-
AlD to demonstrate this anisotropy. For silicon and E4_ Evidenceof__________________________ forFirscalcium fluoride samples of rectangular cross-section Soun E!oavidnfc of Uiation nierslit for0 irs
the thermal conductin is shown to dependl upon the try- Son aauwnceeatnin uprldHe'

tallogrsphic orientation awd width ratio of the aide C.M. SMITH. D.A. tARRIS. and N.J. IEJWANI. Univei~rsitof
faces for samples with the nam <110> rod asie. Am- Man Orno.--ftseasesin of the subharnn responses
suits are expressed in a convenient form for predicting 07 F ld helliun-4 to ultrasound at 3 MUiz is report-

the hone cnduciv~y o elaticllysalstro~c ry- ed. A watched pair of PZT4 thickness wode transducers
tes gihne onctivimofesoncath dsiotyoi cr7-th are positioned parallel on a comiuon axis in an open

elstics gcvnstaene r diegos th dest n h emtry. One transducer is employed as a first sound
elasic ce~tit.Source and the other as a receiver. The received signal

is Fourier analyzed. Semeral subhsreonic frequencies
DS. Eqilibrium Configuratio ofa ath mn Monolayer (fd/n, where n - 2.3.4...) of the applied frequency fo
Adsorbeqn Graphi te by Eric Ahradth LaryPratt, Howard are Observed Above specific sound thresholds. Prelim-
Patterson tUniversity of Maine,. Orono. Maine 04469) and ina~ry results for n *2.4.8 have been analyzed in term
Larry Passel, (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton. N.Y. of the bifurcation theomy for a nonlinear system in
11973). tstion to chaos). To within experimental error the

-In this talk we will describe computer calculations - thresholds for the onset of the subhearmonics agree with
which have been carried out to determine the equilibrium the theoretically predicted value of the universal
configuration of an ethylene monlayer phys-4dsorbed on geometric convergence cowetant, 4.7. Comparison of the
graphite. A four sublattice structure was assumed from the observed decreese in the amplitude of successive sub-
results of elastic neutron scattering studies. In the Cal- harmonics with theoretical prediction, the sequence
culation we have included ethylene-ethylene interaction as n , 3.6.12 and apparent phase-locking behavior art
well as the ethylene-graphite substrate interactions. Our currently under investigation.

* results for ethylene adsorbed on graphite are very similar ',Supported by NSF. DP.R800258 and AFOSR, NP 80-151.
to those of Fusilier, Gillis, and RaIch2 for nitrogen ado N.J Fergenbaisa. J. Stat. Phys. 19, 25 (1978).
on graphite. That is, the ethylene molecules show a herrit
bone pattern with the ethylene C-C axis almost perpendiculi s yoocitcsuseo oieYmr .SAI i

*to the graphite basal plane. S PmoNou a 5. ftA IFOW Iodtine olc . WAN con

P. esearch partially sapported by NSF. Department of Structed A photOacoustic apparatus. using am acountical
Materials Research OMR 77-01140. cylindrical cavity opetatiag in a longitudinal wade end

used molecular iodlne vwper as apecimn and Argon as -
2. C. I. Fuselier, N. 'S. Gillis and J. 0. Raich, Solid buffer gas to study the 91hotoacouatic characteristics ofState Commnications 25. 747 (1978). the system The Iodine molecules, excited periodically

931



llth Anomalous Absorption Conference in 'ontreal, Canada

Cerenkov Masers: A Possible Plasma Heating Source

J. Walsh, J. Branscum, J. Golub, R.W. Layman,
D. Speer, S. Von Laven

nJw j (919 Dartmouth College
Hanover, N.H.

A terenkov maser consists of an electron beam,
a dielectric resonator and output coupling optics. The
beam velocity can exceed the phase velocity of the wave
in this system, and when it does, a coherent instability
leads to beam bunching and a transfer of energy to the
wave. The field in the beam channel is also evanescent.
The decay rate, however, scales as k/y where k is the
axial wavenumber of the wave and Y is the ratio of the
energy of the electron and its rest mass. Hence by
using mildly relativistic electron beams (y = 1.1-1.6)
good beam-to-wave coupling can be obtained in the lower
mm part of the spectrum. Depending upon their complexity
and ultimate performance characteristics, devices of this
kind may have a number of applications in plasma
diagnostics and heating.

In order to test the basic ideas underlying such
devices, a high-voltage (400 Kv max.) pulse transformer-
based e-beam generator has been used to drive tubular
quartz resonators. At the present time, coherent output
has been obtained over the range l0mm-l.Smm. A summary
of theoretical expectations and recent experimental results
will be presented.
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A Cerenkov-Raman Maser consists of a

relativistic electron beam, a dielectric

resonator, a magnetic wiggler and output

coupling optics. The device differs from

conventional free electron lasers in that the

reqion of anomalous doppler shift (ae > 1)

is accessible. Theory and Experiment will be

discussed. I
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* INTRODUCTIONI

I A. *ERENKOV RADIATION

I
The electromagnetic wave produced by a charged

particle moving with greater than light velocity in a

dielectric medium is known universally as terenkov
1

7.radiation. erenkov's experiments, which were performed

independently during the 1930's, and the subsequent analysis

of the phenomena by Frank and Tamm2 did, however, have some

precursors.
3

Heaviside, in 1889, analysed the problem of the

L radiation produced by a charged particle when it moved with

uniform velocity. This work was done prior to the develop-

ment of the special theory of relativity and Heaviside

assumed that it was possible for a particle to move with a

velocity greater than that of light in a vacuum. When it

was so assumed, radiation was produced. In a formal sense,

his results were similar to those of Frank and Tamm.
t4

Sowmerfeld, 4 in 1904, without apparent knowledge of Heavi-

side's results, performed a similar analysis. There were

also some experimental precursors to erenkov's work. M.

SI Curie, in 1911, observed that radiation produced in the

walls of glass containers holding radioactive material was

probably due in part to the penetration of the glass by fast-

, charged particles. Some experiments perfermed by Mallet6 in

L
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in 1926 were, in part, observations of erenkov radiation.

None of this early work, however, lessens the impoztance of

pioneering experiments of P.A. erenkov.

Following the initial experiments of erenkov and

theory of Frank and Tamm, an extremely large number of both

theoretical and experimental contributions have appeared.

General discussions, with hundreds of additional references,

7 8may be found in Jelley, in Zrelov and in the review article

by Bolotovski.9 The interest of many contributors has been

the potential use of the erenkov process as a practical

radiation source. Notable among these contributions were the

papers of Ginzburg,1 0 in which he considered a number of ways

in which electrons could be coupled to dielectrics and be made

to produce radiation in the millimeter and submillimeter

regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Much of the early work dealt with the radiation I
produced by single electrons. As we shall see, however, this

spontaneous radiation is a relatively weak process for all

wavelengths longer than that of the blue ultra-violet regions

of the spectrum. Hence, in order to produce useful amounts

of radiation, it was natural to consider the radiation

produced by a bunched electron beam. At wavelengths long

compared to the length of the bunch, the radiated power is

proportional to the square of the number of electrons involved,

and hence the power emitted rises dramatically. A number of

experiments were designed to explore the properties of the

I
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I
erenkov radiation produced by prebunched electron beams

7 moving in close proximity to a dielectric surface.
1 11 12Important contributions were made by Coleman, by Danos,

by Lashinsky,13 and by Ulrich.14 In these experiments,

no provision was made for feeding back the emitted radia-

I tion on subsequent bunches and hence they could be cate-

gorized as observation of enhanced spontaneous emission.

Suggestions have also been made that erenkov

T* radiation could be used as the basis of a microwave

tube.15" 6 .'17 In these, a dielectric tube was used as a

slow wave structure. The general configuration suggested

was similar to that used in traveling wave tubes. When
electron beams in the energy and current range found in

[j conventional microwave tubes are used, however, the

resulting devices are unsatisfactory for several reaons.

It We will develop this line of argument carefully in subse-

quent sections, since these difficulties must be surmounted

in constructing a useful erenkov source.

I A major difficulty in constructing a Nerenkov source

that is capable of producing useful amounts of radiated

power is the coupling of the electron beam to the dielectric.

In elementary discussions, it is usually assumed that theIi
hi electron is passing right through the dielectric. This can

-j actually be done for the limiting case of very high energy

particles and gaseous or liquid dielectrics. In this

regime, erenkov radiation actually finds wide practical
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application as a diagnostic tool.7 There have also been

serious attempts18l19i2 0 to observe stimulated Zerenkov

radiation in the visible and ultra-violet region from a

high-energy beam/gaseous dielectric combination. In these

latter experiments, momentum modulation18 '1 9 by an applied

electromagnetic has been observed, but as yet there is no

clear-cut evidence of true stimulated emission. An

alternative to passing an electron beam directly through a

dielectric is to let a beam propagate along a channel.

Recent experiments21 '22 '2 3 in which millimeter-wavelength

stimulated Lerenkov radiation has been observed have been

of this type.

A primary purpose of the present paper is to explore

the potential of the latter option. We will establish

criteria necessary for producing usable levels of stimulated

&erenkov radiation at wavelengths which are short compared

to the characteristic scale length of both the transverse

and longitudinal dimensions of a dielectric resonator.

I
Vb
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I B. ERENKOV MASERS

The goal of the general area of research pertaining

L to devices now often called free-electron lasers it to

produce coherent, tunable, moderate, and high-power

radiation in parts of the electromagnetic spectrum where

*such a source is not now available. All of the devices

suggested to date have much in comnon with microwave tubes,

* and hence the designation "maser" or "laser" could be the

subject of debate. It is possible, but not necessary, to

formulate the equations of motion quantum-mechanically.

The electron transitions are between continuum states. The

recoil due to single-photen emission is negligible, and thus

Planck's constant does not appear in any final working

formula. A classical analysis based on either fluid or

kinetic equations will lead to the same expressions..

V $ Therefore, much of what is know about microwave tubes will

apply also to free-electron lasers. Microwave tubes,

Ihowever, operate at wavelengths comparable to or greater
a |than the device, while the opposite will be the case for any

free-electron laser or maser. This difference, although

minor from some viewpoints, accounts for many of the diffi-

culties encountered in attempting to build short wa.elength,

I beam-driven radiation sources.

..
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A erenkov maser, Fig. 1, is a device consisting of a

dielectric resonator, an electron beam, and an output

coupling structure*. The device is, in essence, a traveling-

wave tube with the dielectric resonator serving as the slow

wave structure. When low relative dielectric constant

materials are used for the resonator and, at least, mildly

relativisti c electron beams are used for the drive, gain

can be obtained at wavelengths comparable to and less than

the transverse dimension of the resonator. We will see

from the subsequent analysis that a device such as the one

shown in Fig. 1 could be expected to work in the lower

millimeter, submillimeter and far-infrared portions of the

spectrum.

In the device shown in the sketch, the resonator

supports a wave going slower than the speed of light in

vacuum. The electron beam propagates slightly faster than

the wave, and hence it will bunch in the region of retarding

field. Work is done and the wave grows. This process will

be analyzed in detail in Section II.

Shown in Fig. 2 are two other possible configurations

for a Zerenkov source. In the first, the beam runs over the

top of a slab of dielectric, and in the second, it is assumed

to pass through the dielectric. The first form may be used

*The name &renkov, in the designation, follows from the
fact that it is the &erenkov criterion that the beam velo-
city must satisfy if gain is to be obtained.

i ztj
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It

as it is shown, or it may be the limiting form of a thin,

cylindrical resonator, hollow beam configuration. The

second form is convenient for analysis since the boundary

V |value problem implied in the first version is much simpli-

fied. We will use it for this latter purpose. When

extremely relativistic electron beams and gaseous dielectrics

are used, the second sketch might also serve as the basis of

practical device. The fundamental problems of practical

implementation of the direct device, which are the production

of aad the propagation of a sufficiently monoenergetic electron

I beam, are beyond the scope of the present analysis. Hence,

we will not speculate seriously about experimentally
LI

reaListic devices where the beam propagates through the

dielectric.

Emphasis throughout the analysis and discussion will

LI be on resonators which are separate from the beam. Further-

more, we will always assume that the devices operating at

lower-millimeter wavelengths or less are the ones of

I interest. In Section II, we will establish conditions

which must be obtained in this wavelength region. Discussion

. .1 in Section III will be devoted to experimental matters. Then,

some general conclusions will be given in Section IV.

.4--
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II. THEORY

A series of calculations aimed at establishing the

beam energy, current, and velocity spread, which are

required in order to obtain growth of stimlated erenkov

radiation, will be presented in this section. The analysis

will proceed along classical lines similar to those used in

traveling wave tube and beam plasma theory. In Sections II A

and B we will examine the exponential gain of stimulated

derenkov radiation obtained when it is assumed that either

a strongly magnetized or a completely unmagnetized mono-

energetic electron beam passes directly through a dielectric

medium. The limit implied by the assumption that the beam

is monoenergetic will be examined in Section II C, and

modified gain formulas will be derived. Section II D will

then be devoted to some resonator configurations which are

more practical for the present application. Emphasis will

be on the slab geometry, since in this case it is possible

to present a reasonably compact analytic result. The

results obtained from other geometries will be similar. A

few brief coments and calculations related to nonlinear

effects will be outlined in Section II E.

1
Iii
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II A. eERENKOV GAIN ON A STRONGLY MAGNETIZED BEAM

I

We consider first the case of a plane wave propagating

L at an angle to strongly magnetized electron beam. The

geometry is shown in Fig. 3.

II A. 1. Current Modulation

When the beam is strongly magnetized, the beam density

and modulation are one-dimensional and lie along the beam

and magnetic axis. In this limit, the linearized equation

for the velocity modulation has only one component, vz ,

where:

dv[ d
dt 3 Ez
d~ e Ez (1)

The solution of this equation for the assumed Ez is readily

* -found:

Sie 1 EVz - --- k v -. m y

This result together with a linearized equation of continuity

LI gives for the density modulation n

.1

.-
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n k v
0 0

n = -kv)

(in e) kE
0z (3a)

my (W -k I vo )

= - [inoe/(my3 )] kEz/(w-kv o ) (3b)

Thus the current produced by the wave is given by:

Jz= nev - nev (4a)

iW 2  wE
nEz

-- + (4b)
4ty7 (w-k v

0

2 2where w p 47rn e /m is the beam plasma frequency.
0

II A. 2. The Wave Equation

The current given by eq. (4b) appears in Maxwell's

equations as a source term. These are:

VxE - a (5a)

and

I7xB = + J + (5b)

c C

IL
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In writing the second of these, we assume that the wave and

r the beam are in a dielectric medium where:

D - CE (6)

I Taking the time derivative of the second of Maxwell's

equations and substituting the first gives a single-wave

equation:

V x V x E_ + -L aj 2 42 a (7)

There is no current component in the direction perpendi-

cular to the beam and, hence, the perpendicular component

of eq. (7) may be used to express Ex in the terms of Ez

Doing this and substituting into the longitudinal component

Sof eq. (7), and making use of the assumed time and z-depen-

dence, we obtain a single wave equation for Ez:

,3" E 2E k 2 E21i 8

I Z cc2 -)z (8)

4lI  Since we have also assumed a plane wave dependence in the

perpenaicular as well as longitudinal direction, we also

I ' obtain immediately:

w 2 (L-k
k _2 P c 'E-0 (9)

. -Y 3  (w-kvo )

. where p is the perpendicular component of the wave number.
S

1 I '
-i_ t .
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II A. 3. The Dispersion Relation

We are obviously interested in the case E 0 and,
z

hence, the coefficient of eq. (9) is the dispersion

relation:

2- 2)
W2C 22 W C

.k . 3 0 (10)
c cy (w-kvo)

for a plane wave propagating through a dielectric medium

at an angle to a strongly magnetized electron beam.

Equation (10) is a quartic in both w and k and

hence it has four roots. When v < c/4 , all four roots
0

are real, while if v0 > c/4# it has two real roots and a

complex conjugate pair. One of the real roots is related

to a wave propagating in the direction opposite to that

of the beam (in the negative, z-direction). The other

three result from the coupling of an electromagnetic

wave propagating in the positive z-direction and two beam

space charge waves. The latter two, fast and slow space

charge waves, would be normal modes of the free beam. In

the presence of the dielectric, however, they become

coupled to the electromagnetic wave. When the velocity

threshold v o/c - 1/1 is exceeded, the beam-wave dielectric

system becomes unstable.

I-
__77 i---- -- t
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II A. 4. eerenkov Gain
U

The presence of the beam is obviously felt most

strongly for waves near "synchronism", i.e. when

w - kvo  (1a)

TI

H kv0  " Wok llb)

2where we define wo- asLok

W 2k c 2 (k 2 +p2)/e , (llc)

i the dispersion relation of the electromagnetic waves in

the absence of the electron beam.

I In the region where eqs. (la) and (llb) are valid,

the dispersion relation, eq. (10), becomes an approximate

cubic:

3i w 22
(W-kv0) -. W(l-l/8 C) W 0 (12)

. Equation (12) follows from (10) when kv0 is set equal

to w in those terms where the substitution does not give

!I zero. This is a valid assumption provided wp2 is small

in a sense which we will define shortly.

I_'
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When B2e < I eq. (12) has three real roots while

in the reverse case, the roots are:

('2 W 2 1/3
(w-kv) - (1-1/B2c) (13a)

0 ~ ~ 3

and

2l/3 1/3 (l±i1) (13b,c)
(w-kvo) = (1-1/B2e) 2

The root corresponding to eq. (13b) is an exponentially

growing wave in either time, Imw 0 0, or space, Imk # 0.

The choice between these will be determined by initial

and boundary conditions.

We will, for the moment, assume that the spatial

growth is of interest and we will let Imk - a , then:

(w=2w 1/3 (1-1/2 )/3
CL 2 -/ L (4

Examination of eq. (14) shows that the spatial gain

increases with the two-thirds power of the beam density

and the one-third power of the frequency. It vanishes

as the beam energy approaches the erenkov threshold

and decreases as e and Y become large.

Shown in Fig. 4 are sketches of free wave dispersion

curves for two different perpendicular wave numbers, p,

and P2 . The curves leave the k -0 axis at the point (

fI
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w/c - p/i-* , cross the speed of light at w/c = p/V/ i and

then asymptotically approach a wave prpagating in the

z-direction. Along this curve, the angle of propagation

is varying from 8 - n/2 to 8 = 0. Also shown in Fig. 4

is a beam "velocity" line, w - ckB . The points at which

this line intercepts the dispersion curves are points at

I ~ which the beam velocity and the phase velocity of the free

waves are the same; they are in "synchronism".

Consideration of eqs. (lla) and (lb) shows that,

*at this point, the angle of propagation is the same as the

I!erenkov angle, 8c - cos-1 (I/BT). At this point, the

dispersion is modified by the beam and the wave will grow

at a rate given by eq. (14). If y, e, and the beam density

are left unchanged, the rate of growth at the synchronous

II point on the p1 curve will be greater than that on the P2

curve by an amount equal to the frequency ratio to the

one-third power. Thus the stimulated &renkov process is

a potential short wavelength radiation source.

I Growth will also occur at angles other than the

Zferenkov angle. Shown in Fig. 5 is a numerical solution

• - of the complete dispersion relation (eq. (10)). We see

I that there are three solutions in the positive , positive

k quadrant of the w - k plane. One is purely real, while

f the other two are a complex conjugate pair in the region

below and near synchronism and real above this point. The

gain peaks just below synchronism (the shift is equal to
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the Re(w-kvo) given in eq. (13)) and goes identically to

zero at the point w = kv0 . On the small k side the

Im(w/c) goes to zero more slowly. The exact shape of this

curve will depend upon ), e and the beam density,.

We have now established that by controlling the

angle of propagation, c, and the beam energy, the frequency

at this maximum growth occurs increases as w
1/3 . It will be

instructive to consider the magnitude of the gain as these

parameters are manipulated. in order to do this, we

rewrite again eq. (14), now in this form:

= (~ 2 .w)1/ G(yT) F(YYT) (15)
2cw)T

where

=y 2 (16a)

T

2
is the threshold energy (8T = 1/),

G(yT) 1 1 yT 1/3 (16b)
T YT

and

(1Y T 2 1/3
F (YYT) ( 1_(/2)

(1-1/y

i-
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One power of B has been inserted in front of wp so that

we may subsequently express it in terms of the beam current,

a form which we will find convenient in our numerical

evaluation of the gain. Before we do this evaluation, we

will examine the functions G, F, and YT/Y.

The function G depends only upon the dielectric

T1 constant of the material. A sketch is shown in Fig. 6a.

It shows a vertical rise aty T= 1, the point where the

dielectric constant of the material approaches infinity,

reaches a maximum at y T = 7/5 (e = 7/2), and finally

decreases as yT - 5/ 3 as yT becomes large ( -1i). Thus, in

considering a practical Lerenkov source, one cannot move

profitably in the direction of low beam energy, optically-

hI dense materials (y -1, yT * 1, e -a) since the gain

vanishes rapidly in this limit. As a practical matter,

one could not propagate a beam in this type of material

in any event. In the opposite limit, we would have gasses

(* 1). In this region, the gain will also decrease, but

conclusions as to the usefulness of this limit must also

include consideration of the w1/ 3 term. It is interesting,

] and perhaps important, for practical mm-subam wavelength

devices that G peaks in the region of the dielectric

tIf constant of quartz.

The function F depends both upon the threshold

energy, YT, and the beam energy of y. It rises vertically

from y - 7T and asymptotically approaches unity from below.
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Sketches of F, yT/y and their product are shown in Fig. 6b.

There is obviously a local maximum in the growth rate. The

value of the product at this maximum is about .5

Before we consider some actual numerical values for

the growth rate, it will be useful to consider one further

scaling, which will be that of the beam density. We assume

for the present that the beam is now a rectangular slab of

thickness and that the variation of E in the x-direction

is still given by exp (ipx). The term

= 4 T 2 (17a)2c 3mc 2-C

can be re-expressed as

2
.. .I -- (17b)

2c a

where

rO  e2/mc2  (18a)

10 - ec/r0  (18b)

and I is the electron beam current. When I is measured

in amperes, 10 has the value 17 kA. Hence, the factors

preceding the energy and material form factors in the

expression for gain, eq. (15), are given by: 4,
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r

/82w~ 1 /3 3 wa 1 /3 17 1 3 i a (19)

T

When I is approximately 3A, the first of the three factors

is approximately equal to 0.1, while if it 3ma it becomes

0.01. The second factor may, in principle, vary from zeroI to a moderately large number, and the characteristic scale

length a may be anything from .01 to 1 centimeter.

11 Hence, substantial gain is possible in principle. A

V discussion of ways in which this may be achieved in

--practical cases will be deferred until after we have made

some mention of wave-guiding structures.

LI

*1
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II B. GAIN FROM AN UNMAGNETIZED BEAM

The preceding analysis presumes that the current

density modulation occurs only in the z-direction. As we

will see in later discussion, one class of erenkov device

will make use of mildly relativistic electron beams and

will somewhat resemble microwave tubes. The beams in

these devices will almost certainly propagate along a

strong axial guide field, and, in this limit, the

assumptions made in the last section be at least approx-

imately valid.

Another class of device, however, might make use of

a more relativistic beam such as that used in the injector

of a linear accelerator, a linear accelerator itself, or

perhaps some other type of accelerator. The beam in this

case may very well not be magnetized. It will then have

rapidly varying components in the transverse as well as

the longitudinal direction, and the gain formulas will be

modified.

When the beam is unmagnetized, the linearized

equation for the perpendicular motion is:

dv.L e e
"+  -- x B (20)

while the longitudinal motion is still governed by eq. (1).

Assuming the same geometry given in Fig. 1, the one non-

vanishing component of this equation will lie in the

x-direction.
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dv e

dt xmy (21)

Equation (21), with the aid of Faraday's law, may be

restated in the form:

dv r~k~ p
4U1 dti , o+- E (22)

The v x B term gives rise to an Ez as well as E dependence

for v.

The solution to eq. (21), together with the linearized
equation of continuity, may be used to construct expressions[5 for the current density. These are:

(ii1y p-vo(2)

and

z 4ry [wkvx \Yw(-k~o)2  (w-kv ° )/2

il The current terms can now be substituted in eq. (7). When

this is done, we have as our new wave equation:

2~~ 22,
k2 v +2 2 2pv

J c 2 - - pk + v--.--. --2 4-kVoc I
i 2 2 2 2 2 E 0 (24 )• 'w-kVo 

k2 -c 2 2 -kv / 1k
iv

0

Y 
-W-k
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The determinational equation for eq. (24) is now the

dispersion relation for the unmagnetized beam-dielectric

combination. It is:

2 / ,P2 Vo

2 + _2__ + 2
( -v 0 ) .

- k +- pv (25)

Equation (25), which appears quite cumbersome in comparison

with eq. (9), is still a quartic in either w, k or both.

All qualitative comments made about the strongly magnetized

case apply here as well. However, the results are

quantitatively somewhat different. Again, the strongest

coupling region of the beam to the wave is in the velocity

synchronism (w/ck = 8).

If terms proportional to 1/(w-kvo ) 2 are collected

separately, we obtain for the dispersion relation:

W2 W2 k2 _ p2 l

Tr  c c2
W2 ri 2 2 2

IF7 - - k2 - p, .R d p v0
2  (26)

yc (w-kv 0 ) 2 c c p

+ W (w~. - k 2) - p2 (2 v 2 p2 - v 2 k 2J 0

Near synchronism, this reduces to:

2 - - 2 2(-) (27a)

c. 2 c (w-kV 0)
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or

( - = Aw 2 (27b)

Once again, the dispersion relation is cubic and the

frequency and the dependence upon the size of the derenkov

-1 2I. angle (6 = sin (1-1/0 e)) are the same. However, the beam

i energy and C dependence are different. If we use the
functions defined earlier, we have for the spatial growth

rate:

(aw 2w) 1/3 (IT) 1/3 (8[ |s =GIY )FIY'YT (28)

c -1

The energy dependence is now y in the high energy limit,

as opposed to the more constrictive y dependence in the

strongly magnetized limit. If all other factors are the

eI same, the gain in the unmagnetized limit will be greater

L. than that for the strongly magnetized beam. This is

because the electrons in the beam can now do work on the

wave in both the transverse and longitudinal direction.

.I

;I

__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ L..&
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II C. BOUNDED STRUCTURES

Excepting the possibly interesting limit of extremely

relativistic beams and gaseous dielectrics, it is not

practical to have the beam penetrating the dielectric.

Hence, in assessing the practicality of erenkov sources,

it is important to consider dielectric wave guides and

resonators which have channels for the beam propagation.

This complicates the analysis. Thus, before we take up

the cases quantitatively, it will be useful to consider,

at this point, the regime where the results of the

preceding section are qualitatively useful.

First, we note that with minor changes, the results

of the last section will apply exactly to a metal-bounded,

cylindrical, dielectric waveguide through which an

electron beam propagates. The perpendicular wave number,

p, is now a root of zero order Bessel function and is no

longer completely free. The only other change is that the

factor n in the current term no longer appears, because

the beam is now also cylindrical. The field symmetry is

now transversely magnetic.

I
!
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II C. 1. Cylindrical Guide with a Beam Channell!

When the beam propagates in a hole in the dielectric,

we have a situation such as that sketched in Fig. 7.

If the diameter of the hold is sufficiently small, a

concept which, shortly, will be quantitatively specified,

the results of the preceding section might be expected to

apply more or less exactly.

16 It is obviously the relative size of the hole which

is the fundamental difference. Fortunately, it is possible

* Sto attain considerable insight into its effect with little

analysis. We consider, for the moment, a metal-lined

guide partially filled with dielectric. The dispersion

LI curves sketched in Fig. 7 are similar to those shown in

Fig. 4. The main difference is the shape near the light

II line, w - ck. The point where the curve crosses this line

is now controlled by the relative filling factor, d/b, as

well as the dielectric constant of the material. As d/b

and E become small, the point where the partially-filled

guide becomes a slow wave structure, w/ck < 1, can thus

I still be made to occur at an arbitrarily high frequency.

When w/ck > 1, outside the light line, the field in

the hole is proportional to Jo(pr), an ordinary Bessel

" I function. In this regime it peaks in the center of the

hole. However, we must operate in the regime w/ck < 1,

and in this case, the radial dependence is proportional

* to a modified Bessel function, Io(qr). The field is now

0
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a minimum at r = 0, and the beam wave coupling is

obviously decreased.

A sketch of the field dependence in the two regimes

is shown in Fig. 8. The wave number in the dielectric, p,

is still given by:

22 2 k2p = -(29)
c

while the wave number in the hole, when w/ck < 1, is now

given by

2 2 2
q 2 k 2 - - (30)

The latter is obviously one measure of the field

depression in the hole. Since we operate near synchronism,

w = cka ,we have for q:

q = k/y (31a)

q - w/CBy (31b)

or

q - 27/Asy (31c)

Hence, when non-relativistic beams are used $y av/c, the

field drops off away from the dielectric in a distance

small compared to a wavelength. If, however, the beam is

at least mildly relativistic, BY * 1, the opposite limit
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applies and we can operate with wavelengths that are small

compared to the hole.

*The latter considerations actually apply to any

structure supporting a wave for which w/ck < 1. One

might then ask about the relative advantages of a

dielectric tube since, if ay d 1, then coupling would be

improved at short wavelengths for only slow wave structure.

The advantages of the dielectric tube also lie in the

short wavelength range. In a conventional slow wave

*1
structure, the periodicity must also be comparable to the

LI wavelength. Structures of reasonable length are, therefore,

a great many wavelengths long and they become very difficult

to fabricate at relatively long wavelengths (a few milli-

meters). It is possible, but not easy, to build conventional

I structures with a fundamental period smaller than a few

millimeters. The dielectric is, however, a smooth structure

and easy to fabricate. When the beam is relativistic, the

coupling impedance becomes comparable to that of other

structures. Modifications of this basic structure, such as

I a dielectric tube with no metal boundary and multiple

coupled tubes, may also be of practical use. Another basic

structure, a dielectric slab bounded on one side by a

conductor, also shows promise for application in the

shorter wavelength region. This follows from the fact that

a greater mode separation at small wavelengths can be

obtained from this more open structure. Hence, it may well

I-I
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be easier to make single-mode devices with this type of

structure, and for this reason we will analyze it in some

detail.

The basic geometry is shown in Fig. 9. Assuming,

for the moment, that no beam is present, we have for the

TM modes of the guide:

E= (0,E ,E (32a)
-y y

where

d2  + 2€
d2 + - k Ez  0 (32b)

and

E ik 3EzEy= 2_k- Z (32c)
y W 2C -k ax

2
c

In the region 0 4 y 1 d , the dielectric constant e appears

while in the region y £ d,g. is set equal to unity.

Anticipating the fact that we are concerned only with

slow waves bound to the surface guide, we have for the

electric fields:

Ez - A sin py (33a)
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I where

2 k (33b)

in the region 0 4 y 6 d . Outside the dielectric, the field

is:I,
E = Be - q  (34a)

2 = 22 2(34b)
q k W/C(3b

Matching the tangential electric and magnetic fields can be

used to eliminate the constants A and B. Thus we have for

Lthe dispersion relation of the dielectric slab wave guide:

Ll cq cot pd - p (35)

A plot of the roots of this function is given in Fig. 10.

The lowest order mode has no cutoff. It comes up along the

light line, w = ck, until pd gets somewhat closer to the

l neighborhood of 7r/2. Thereafter, as w becomes larger, it

asymptotically approaches the speed of light in the

3l dielectric. In the region w/2 < pd 9 w there are no

solutions to q. (45), while, when wS pd < 3n/2, a second

J mode which has a finite w cutoff frequency can also propa-

gate. At successively higher frequencies, more of these

modes appear. Several are shown in Fig. 10.

Ii
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II C. 2. Coupling of Beam to Bounded Resonator

Also shown in Fig. 10 is a beam speed line, w = ck8 .

It is obvious that if the beam velocity satisfies the

erenkov conditions,8 > l// , phase synchronization

between an electron beam and a wave can be maintained.

When the beam is added, the wave equation in the vacuum

region becomes:

{d2 + 2 -k2) E = 0 (36a)

where

2 3Ell 1 -P2752(36b)

(w-kvo)

In arriving at eqs. (36a) and (36b), it has been presumed

that beam density modulation occurs only in the z-direction, V
that the left edge of the beam is close to the dielectric,

and that the beam extends indefinitely in the region y > d.

The size of the actual gap between the beam and the

dielectric will be an important parameter in a short wave-

length device and its role will be discussed separately.

II C. 3. The Beam-Guide Dispersion for a Bounded Structure

When a bounded structure is used to support the wave,

as it must in almost any practical source, the dispersion

relation becomes a transcendental as opposed to an algebraic

.
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function. It will be more or less straightforward to

obtain values for the roots by numerical means, but it is

not immediately obvious how to obtain a good qualitative

understanding of the roots.

i. One method which is appropriate for relatively weak

beams is the following. Assume a relation of the form:
IL

2

where the presence of w in eq. (37) indicates the presence

of the beam. If the beam is weak, we can write:

p2) (0 2 aD
D (w, k, W - D (w, k) + 2 -D (38a)

where

(0)- D (, k) = D (k, w, 0) (38b)

is the dispersion relation for the waves supported by the

structure when no beam is present. This function can, in

j a region near to the solution D (0) (w, k) = 0 be written

as

()(w, k) - (w-wk) 3D 0/aw (39)

I where wk are the roots of eq. (35).

.The second term in eq. (38a) can also be further

reduced. The dependence of the dipsersion relation upon

Sp2 always enters through e and hence the second term of

!______
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Equation (38a) will also have the form:

2
2 aD _ w C(w,k)

= P (40)2 33
P aw 2 y3 (w-kv)3

p0

where C(w, k) is a function which will depend upon the

details of the structure. It may, for example, have zeros,

but it will not have any poles near either w = ky, or

WJ = W k*

Thus, near synchronism, wk = kv0, and for beams

which are not too strong, I/I << 1, we again have a cubic0

dispersion relation:

(w-k) + 3 2 C(wk'k) (41a)
y (w-kv o )

or

(-v)3=W2 C(W kPk) (41b)
S 3D0 (wk)/3w

Thus, the qualitative nature of the roots is rather

independent of the exact geometry of the wave-supporting

structure.

When the wave-supporting structure is a dielectric

slab and the assumptions made earlier apply, the dispersion

relation becomes:

q cot pd = WP 1 (42)£ I

-it
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The expansion procedure outlined in the preceding sub-

section then gives for eq. (41b):

(w kvo) 3 (8wP2 (1-i/8 2c) sin 2pd (43)

0ea 4Y3 kd Y2 . 2
+ 2 sin pd
EYT

I"

The first two groups of factors on the right-hand side of eq.

(43) are identical to the results obtained when it was assumed

that the beam propagated in the dielectric, and much of the

V discussion presented'at that point applies here as well. The

last group of factors contains the dependence on the geometry.

-It can be seen that, in addition to the (erenkov threshold

dependence, the coupling also goes to zero as the thick-

ness of the slab goes to zero, and is a result that could

r easily be anticipated.

The other trends in the gain can be understood as
1W follows: On the fundamental mode, the value of pd varies

from 0 at w = 0 up to w/2 as w, k o =. On the higher

I branches, it varies from nff at cutoff (w = ck) to

(2n + i)n/2 as the curve asymptotically approaches the

speed of light in the dielectric. The value of sin2pd

.I thus varies monotonically from zero to one. Assuming that

the velocity synchronism is maintained along the dispersion

hI curve, the gain will vanish at w - ck, because in this

limit, Y * =, and it becomes increasingly difficult to

modulate the beam. Furthermore, as 8 -e 1" , the gain

also vanishes due to the factor (1-1/8 2E) in the coefficient.

I-L
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The gain thus vanishes at both ends of the dispersion curve

and peaks in between. A sketch of the general behavior is

shown in Fig. 11.

The maximum value that the gain can achieve is similar

to that of the filled guide case. Some typical results for

a thin, quartz slab waveguide are shown in Figs. 12a and
12b. In these plots, the factor (8p2 /C2 1/3) has been

omitted for convenience. The remaining factors contain all

the relevant frequency and energy dependencies. Maximum

values somewhat greater than unity are obtain for this

particular set of parameters. The omitted term (BW2/C2

is actually the beam current density in A/cm 2 divided by

10 ( = 17 kA) all to the one-third power. It is relatively

easy to obtain values of 0.1 for this number, hence the

plots shown in Figs. 12a and 12b demonstrate that with a

quartz slab guide, it is possible in principle to have

relatively large gain (a = .233) gives (1db/cm) well into f
the submillimeter part of the spectrum.

The gain plot in Fig. 12 also indicates that the gain

is a bit higher on the higher order modes. This trend is

a reflection of the w1/ 3 factor in the gain. It is ireal, but

it depends upon two assumptions whose validity are also

frequency dependent. These are: first, that the beam is

infinitesimally close to the dielectric and second, that the

beam is monoenergetic. The first of these will be discussed

now and the second point will be covered in a later section.
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* II C. 4. Finite Gap Between Beam and Resonator

If we assume that there is a small gap between the

beam and the dielectric surface, we would have a situation

such as that shown in Fig. 13. The analysis procedes as

before, but the resulting dispersion relation

W 2e-qd2I 2 e - q d 2  cq cot pd-p (44)

is, at first sight, much more complicated. However, if we

again assume that the roots at synchronism lie along the

dispersion curve for the free modes, the situation simpli-

fies considerably and the end result is that the gain is

modified by an exponential factor which depends upon the

size of the gap:

= (d) e - kd2/Y 3  (45)

As long as kd2 /Y is small, the gain on the higher order

I modes will be comparable to or greater than the gain on

the fundament-, mode. Values of d2 of about 1 millimeter

would be conservative and fractions of this are easily

obtained. Hence, provided that ones uses 8 % 1, the

quart guide system discussed above will still be viable

well into the submillimeter region of the spectrum.

We have been assuming that the beam extends indefini-

I tely in the positive y-direction. As long as the beam is

I
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at least a few e-foldings thick, this assumption does not

affect the gain. Since we are primarily interested in high

frequencies, this assumption will normally be valid.

The fall-off of the field in the transverse direction

may also be useful in obtaining some mode selection. If a

relatively thin beam is used, the fields for the lower order

modes may penetrate through to the other side. If a lossy

material is placed above the beam, it may be possible to

further reduce the gain on the lower order mode.

In the fall-off of the electric field, operation at

arbitrarily short wavelengths could be obtained if Y is

allowed to become large, i.e. kd2/Y will remain small.

This will involve a penalty in the maximum value of gain

obtainable, but since it is relatively large to begin with,

the resulting system will still be potentially useful. In

this way, with more relativistic e-beams, it might be

possible to operate well into the infrared portion of the

spectrum. This will be discussed further in a later section.
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II D. THE EFFECT OF BEAM VELOCITY SPREAD

V Prior to this point in our discussion, we have assumed

that the electron beam was perfectly monoenergetic. It is
V-

intuitively plausible that this is a wavelength-dependent

assumption, and we will now examine its consequences. The

Idiscussion will be divided into three parts. First, we will

Idetermine wavelength limit for a simple beam space charge
wave. Then, this result will be compared with a similar

criterion for a erenkov instability. Finally, having set

the limiting wavelength for treating the beam as mono-

* t energetic we will derive gain expressions valid in the

jj region where the assumption is violated.

i II D. 1. Beam Space Charge Waves

The linearized equation of motion for a strongly-

magnetized electron beam is given by eq. (1). If this is

taken along with the equation.Of continuity eq.-(3a), Poisson's

equation, and assumptions similar to those of that section, the

*dispersion relation for space charge waves

w = kv ± A (46)0 p
may be easily derived.

The upper (lower) sign in eq. (46) corresponds to a

fast (slow) space charge wave. See Fig. 14a.

.-
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We will concern ourselves with a slow space charge

wave. Shown in Fig. 14b is a sketch which illustrates the

meaning of the statement: "the wave is resolved from the

beam". The wave is clearly resolved when the beam may be

regarded as a delta function in frequency space, (the arrows

located at w and kv0). If, on the other hand, the velocity

spread of the beam, Av, is such that the self-consistent

frequency separation, Aw = w - kv (derived under the
0

assumption that the beam was monoenergetic) is less that

k~v, the assumption is violated. A quantitative criterion

for this critical k is:

k c AV "(47)

Equation (47) may be re-expressed in terms of physically

more intuitive variables if we write: kc = w/cS =2w/\c8, .
Av in terms of Ay and 0, and wp in terms of the beam

current density Jb* Then we have:

= 7 ( (48)

where 10 is still ec/ro - 17 kA. If By is of order unity,

Ay/y is of order 10- 2 and Jb is a reasonable fraction of an

ampere/millimeter 2 than Xc is a fraction of a millimter.

These are relatively modest requirements, and thus we

predict that it should be possible to make effectively

cold beams well into the submillimeter part of the spectrum. j

--. . . . .------. n- -
-L
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The critical wavelengths given by eqs. (47) and (48)

are dependent upon the assumption of a simple space charge

w wave. When we are considering a erenkov instability,
however, A= w - kv is actually larger than w /Y , and

0 p
hence the beam can be effectively colder at a given wave-

length. The criterion for resolution is:

I
r kcav 2 (49)

2

where the right-hand side of eq. (49) is the real part of

the detuning (eq. 13b). Substitution of the expressions

for wI can be made for the appropriate case.

When the beam propagates through the dielectric,

eq. (13b) applies directly and we have:

[) lVb) 3/2 1 1 (50)SY" \'') (YI701-11 (Tso77

The current density dependence is similar to that of eq. (48),

but provided the beam is at least mildly relativistic

(Sy 2t 1), the energy dependence is more favorable. Overall,

presuming that YT and Y/YT are not excessively large, the

value Ac, given by eq. (50), will be at least as small as

that given by eq. (48). The addition of the form factor

I associated with a more practical resonator will not alter

this essential conclusion.

.1

.3I
1...
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II D. 2. Gain in the Warm Beam Limit

When the criteria given in the preceding paragraphs are

violated, the beam is to be regarded as "warm" at the wave-

length in question. The gain does not vanish in this limit,

but it does begin to drop as w , as opposed to the general

1/3
W trend in the cold beam limit. This trend means that

oscillators can probably be built in the warm beam limit,

but amplifiers will be impractical.

In calculating the gain, we will use the Vlasov equation

as the basic equation of motion and we will retain the

assumption that the beam is strongly magnetized. In this

case, the Vlasov equation in:

3f 3f v (8f 1
at z pZ + - 0 (51)

zI

If this is linearized, f - f + 4f, and is Fourier-transformed,0

we have for the perturbed component distribution:

6 f - E 3f 0 /-kv (52)

The current is now given by:

Sfdfa (53a)

ie Ez Jf / 3 dv (53b)f ieE z  vz w-kvo0 z

i 2
r0

I_
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I Substitution of this into eq. (8) will then lead to a

dispersion relation. If the beam distribution is a delta

function, then the integral can be performed immediately

and the current given by eq. (4b) is recovered. However,

we are now interested in the limit where the beam velocity

spread is finite.

An exact solution of a dispersion relation containing

I a integral kernel, such as that of eq. (54), can be found

using numerical techniques. The resuits of such a procedure

will be discussed below. However, some insight into the

general behavior can be obtained in the limit where k

times the width of the beam distribution is broad in

L* comparison with the gain which would be obtained from a

calculation in which it were assumed that the beam were

I1 cold (monoenergetic).

I The dispersion relation obtained from the above

procedure is:

i 2 + 2
W 2 C - k2  - p 2  + w22k mvaf/3pdp 00 (54)
c 2AJ we - w-kv

U In its present form, the integral which appears in eq. (54)

is to be performed along the real momentum line, and hence

jI the procedure for handling the singularity at synchronism

is not yet defined. Borrowing from the theory of plasma

• I physics, we handle it by formally extending the integral

into the complex plane. First, we re-express eq. (54) an a

.!
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velocity integral. Then:

-E 22 2 2 -k2) v3F/3vdv- k p + W 0 (55)

c 4 y (w-kv)

we now let

1 1
= P - 6(w-kv) (56)w-kv w-kv

where P stands for the principal part of the integral.

Multiplying through by c2 / and using the condition v =/kwe,

we find for the imaginary part of the dispersion relation:

2 2 2

D" - p ( /(/k) (57)
3 a(w/k)CY

It is sufficient for the purpose of the present discussion

to ignore the small correction to the real part of the

dispersion represented by the principle part of the integral.

In the limit, the real part of the dispersion is:

Do = w 2 _k (58a)

and providing the growth is small, the imaginary part of the

frequency is adequately represented by:

WD"
I OD'/w =W (58b)

i .1

_____________ _____________________ )
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U or
L

I = 7T 82 (1-i/ 2 3F (wk/k)
S3 7k/k (58c)

EkY

Obviously, there will be wave growth (inverse Landau damping)

in the region of velocity space where wk/kcvo) . Sketches

of the unperturbed dispersion relation, w = wk and w are

I shown in Fig. 15. The region of positive wI lies on the

larger k side of the synchronous wave number, ks = W/vO f

and peaks at a velocity which is below v by an amount
0

approximately equal to the half width of the velocity

distribution.

L Thus, the wave growth in the warm beam limit has a

shape which is complimentary to that obtained in the cold

beam limit. This result may seem to imply that the growth

due to inverse Landau damping is fundamentally different

from the growth obtained in the warm beam limit. However,

this is not the case. If the roots of eq. (55) are followed

as the beam width is varied from a value of zero up to

kvwI (cold), we find that one regime passes smoothly into

!| the other. The peak absorption shown in Fig. 15 is always

somewhat less than the gain. It is a composite of the long

wavelength, cold beam gain and Landau damping caused by that

part of the beam which has 3F/av < 0. The peak gain

.9 obtainable in the warm beam limit will always be less that

S I (cold). This occurs because, as the beam distribution

becomes arbitrarily sharp, the self-consistent beam density

S .|
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dependent frequency shift will move the phase velocity of

the wave downward relative to the position of maximum

3F/av.

In spite of this, the warm beam limit may very well be

of interest. An assessment of this requires that we estimate

eq. (58c) which, in general, depends upon the detailed shape

of the beam distribution. We can, however, proceed without

undue complication if we recognize that if 1 /Av, and

2
thus 3F/yv at its maximum is - l/Av . Then, in terms of

Ay, an approximate expression for w becomes:

2

-- -2•( -i 8 (59a)

or

Oa b ( 2) (Y2 /YT2 1 (59b)

It is interesting to evaluate the possible gain in the lO

range. In this case, A = l0- 3 centimeters. If we can

achieve Jb 1 0 1 and A/y > 102, it appears that

a - .1 cm.- are within the realm of possibility. Thus, it

might be possible to construct eerenkov lasers down to wave-

lengths comparable to those achieved in stimulated Compton

devices. I

1I
i'
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It is also interesting to evaluate eq. (59b), when X

is equal to Xc . Upon substitution, we obtain:
TC

a " ) (J ) (y 2 /7T 2 -) (60)

1-

Examination of eq. (60) supports the conjecture that

l = .1cm. are attainable in cold to warm crossover

region (X t" ).
C

rg

19

II
JI

I
.!

d1

.I
.1

!.
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II E. COMMENTS ON NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR

It would be possible at this point to develop a reasonably

complete nonlinear theory for single-mode Cerenkov devices.

This would, in part, follow lines of argument originally

established to explain microwave tubes, beam plasma inter-

actions, and more recently, free-electron lasers. In the

wavelength regime which is of primary interest, however, the

ratio L/X is large and there will be, at the very least, a

few axial modes within the half-width of the gain curve.

There may also be a mixture of transverse modes, although if

the device can be made to operate on a single transverse

mode, it will be advantageous to do so. Relatively less is

known about electron beam devices in the multimode region,

and the development of a complete nonlinear theory, analogous

to that developed by Lamb24 for the gas laser, should take

account of multimode operations. This would be a substantial

undertaking. It could be productive, however, since we

generally expect that erenkov devices will exhibit many

phenomena intrinsic to all multimode oscillators, and that

some of these may be useful in applications (e.g., mode

locking). Hence, because the development would at this

point omit some of the most interesting parts of the problem

(on account of its length and because the motivation for

experimental development rests primarily on the prediction

of the linear gain which would be expected in specific wave-

length regions) we will restrict discussion of nonlinear

problems to a few simple scaling arguments.
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II E. 1. Nonlinear Scaling Arguments
i

In the operating regime where the beam velocity

q distribution can be regarded as cold and the motion one-

, dimensional, the relative density modulation is given by:

t n kv
£ n w-kv (61)

0 0

Now the change from electron orbits, which move progressively

forward compared to the phase of the wave (untrapped) to

orbits which are winding up (trapped), occurs in the

vicinity of 16n/noj 1. Thus it occurs where

k6v jW - kvol (62a)

or

J k6v _(62b)

I1 This can be converted to a prediction of the magnitude of

I the axial component of the electric field at which saturation

of the linear growth is in progress. We find from eq. (1)

f and eqs. (61a) and (61b):

* y3
N m 1 (63)

The Poynting's flux, and hence also the total power carried

to the wave, will be proportional to E 2 and thus up to

4 4/3
W I .The latter will in turn be proportional to (1/1 0'~
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Hence, up to form factors (which can vary between small

numbers and unity) the overall power at the separatrix

crossing value of E (eq. (62)) will be:
z

P(wave Pbeam (64)

This is a conversion factor which can be expected in any

traveling wave device. Enhanced conversion could be obtained

by tapering the phase velocity and thus "deepening" the

trapping well. Still more energy could be recovered if

the beam were collected at high potential (depressed

collector operation). An estimate of the overall efficiency

obtainable from a erenkov device is thus a subtle and

complex matter. In the final analysis, however, tube-like

efficiencies of perhaps fifty percent could be attainable. t
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I

I

III. A. THE ELECTRON BEAM

The single most important component of an electron

beam-driven radiation source is the beam itself. Its

1parameters will, in large part, determine the performance
of the system. In order to examine the potential of

1Cerenkov sources in the millimeter and submillimeter

parts of the spectrum, it will be useful to examine the

parameters of some typical electron beam generators which

may be used in this application.

A few general types of electron beam generators and

LI their parameters are listed in Table 1. All of the beams

are at least mildly relativistic; a choice is dictated by

L coupling considerations developed in earlier sections.

However, the values of the beam current and the modes of
Lp

operation vary widely. We will begin our discussion of

the entries in the table by considering the role of the

beam energy.

The beam energy helps to determine the operating wave-

length in several interrelated ways: first, by synchronism;

second, by the magnitude of the gap between the beam and

I the resonator, which must be present in any real system; and

third, by its entry into the equations which determine the

.I beam modulation. The first of these alone does not place

any stringent limit on the attainable wavelength. This is

.I
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because the design of dielectric resonators which

will support a wave of any reasonable phase velocity does

not present a problem. The second and third aspects of the

energy dependence will therefore be more important in

setting the short wavelength limit to a device. The rate

at which the electric field decreases as the distance from

the resonator increases is given by q = 27r/X8y. The gain,

however, increases with frequency and hence we would expect

it to peak somewhere in the vicinity of qa =--, where a

is a characteristic distance between the beam and resonator.

A modest value for a would be approximately one milli-

meter, and a more difficult but attainable value would be

about one-tenth of this. Taking this range and assuming

qa- 1, we can determine the limiting wavelength for good

beam-to-resonator coupling. The range of this wavelength

is shown in the table. Examination of the table and the I
figure will show that relatively compact machines could

ultimately be expected to work well into the submillimeter

region of the spectrum, while if one extends the range of

beam generator complexity, operation in the infrared could

be possible.

While the beam-to-resonator coupling decreases away from

the resonator due to the fall-off of the electric field with

distance, an arbitrary increase in beam energy will lower

the minimum wavelength by a corresponding amount. However, the
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beam energy also enters into consideration through the

1 equations of motion for the electrons, and increasing y

furthers the difficulty of attaining good beam modulation.

Hence, these two effects must be traded against each other.

When the beam is strongly magnetized, the energy-dependence

of the growth is approximately a -. y-1, and when it is not

magnetized, a y-1/ 3 . Since the criterion for strong

magnetization becomes more difficult to meet as X decreases,
1

short wavelength operation will probably require unmagne-

tized, or at least weakly magnetized, electron beams.

The current available from the variety of generators

listed in Table 1 also covers a wide range. When the beam

is cold, the gain will scale as (Jb/Io)I/3, and thus a beam

L. with 170 A/cm2 will make this parameter 0.1. We have seen

earlier that if this is used with reasonable values of the

other parameters, the gain will be in the .1 - .5 cm. -l

range. The first and third entries in the table can

probably achieve values in this vicinity, while the second

I and fourth entries could do so without question. The

greater current available from the second and fourth type

of generator might also make up for difficiencies in another

J parameter.

Field emission diode generators produce very large

J currents. Hence, they are in principle capable of producing

a lot of gain. It was partly for this reason that a

U generator of this type was used in early experiments

I• designed to demonstrate the utility of stimulated &renkov

radiatio-i. They also have the ability to produce beams
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whose energy is sufficient to couple well into the sub-

millimeter region. Their drawback for short wavlength

operation may, ironically, be the fact that the current is

large. This is because the self-fields,which have been

neglected in our analysis of gain, may lead to larger

AY/Y, and hence to a limit of the usable range of wavelength.

The accelerators listed in the table will also be

capable of operating at current densities which give usable

gain. The peak current will be low, but the focussing could

be better. The current in a linear accelerator will also

have a complicated time structure (the typical value of I

is the peak in the micropulse), and this will complicate

the gain calculations. If used, however, such a generator

will be designed to work at short wavelengths and the

microstructure may be a minor feature. Both this compli-

cation and the role of self-fields are worth further

analysis.

The pulse length and peak power entries in the table

are largely self-explanatory, although one consequence of

the pulse versus continuous operation is worthy of comment.

We will see below that when the Q of a cavity is reasonable,

the current density required to initiate oscillation will be

quite modest. Thus, systems with relatively low gain,

a - 0.01 to 0.1, may be very usable as oscillators well into

the infrared, whereas the same beam generator would not be a

suitable source for an amplifier. Overall, it is to be

expected that the pulsed beam generators, due primarily to

......-
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I the larger current densities available, could be used as

both oscillators and amplifiers while the steady-state

generators would be largely restricted to application as

oscillators.

In addition to its relation to the gain of the device,

the current density plays a role in determining the wave-

length of which the beam may no longer be regarded as "cold".

IClearly, if all parameters other than current remain fixed,
r increasing the current decreases the wavelength for which

I the beam must be regarded as warm. The current density,

f the energy and the energy spread are not truly independent,

but we will, for the purpose of discussion, treat them as

LI though they were.

Restating the expression k~v - w1/2 in terms of the

spatial gain, a(cm. -), and a beam energy spread Ay, we

have for the wavelength at which the cold/warm transition

occurs:

I \ 1 (65)

' It is clear that the beam generator in the lower energy

end of the range considered must achieve relatively better

i energy collimation if it is to operate in the "cold" regime

at any given wavelength. The lower energy, pulsed electro-

. static devices with their larger currents can be expected to

operate in this mode for wavelengths in the upper submilli-

meter-to one-millimeter range. As the beam energy rises,

.1!-- - - - - ----__ _ _ _ ,__ _ _ _ .
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Coherent output radiation has been obtained at wave-

lengths extending from about 1 centimeter to below 1.5

millimeters. The wavelength of the radiation depends upon

the guide radius, the relative amount of dielectric and

its dielectric constant, and the beam voltage. Configu-

rations which should work in the fundamental mode over

the 1 centimeter - 3 millimeter range have been studied,

and reasonable agreement with the theory of Section II is

found. The diameter of the copper guide which supports the

quartz tube is approximately 1.5 centimeter, and tubes with

1-3 millimeter wall thicknesses have been used most

recently. Thus output wavelengths which are less than

the transverse dimension of the waveguide have already been

obtained.

At the longer wavelengths, the frequency has been

determined with the Fabry-Perot interferometer, and some f
typical data illustrating the behavior is shown in Fig. 17.

In Fig. 17a, a calibration trace made with a 35 hz Gunn

diode source is displayed, and in Fig. 17b, experimental

data with approximately the same wavelength is shown.

The trace shown in Fig. 17b consists of many repetitions

of the e-beam pulser, and it shows that the average

spectral width,which is itself quite narrow (.1-1 percent),

is primarily due to shot-to-shot reproducibility. The

output of a single pulse is apparently very coherent. An

interferometer for shorter wavelengths is under construc-

tion. The shorter wavelengths have been measured with

cutoff filters.

__ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _a
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The output is monitored by ordinary microwave diodes,

either IN23's, IN26's, or IN53's, with the latter being

used down to wavelengths below 1.5 millimeters. Attenuation

levels of 30-60 db are required in order to insure that the

i output levels are below the burnout levels o7 the diodes.

I The absolute output power levels are not yet precisely

determined except within an experimental uncertainty which

becomes greater at shorter wavelengths and varies between

.1 and 5 percent of the beam power. All of the factors

S I which control this conversion efficiency are not yet well

understood. The loaded Q of the resonator is modest, and

the system is probably operating as a super-radiant oscil-

lator. If this is so the previously-stated conversion

efficiencies are plausible, but as is the case with the theory,

I, nonlinear behavior of the experimental device is practically

unexplored.

*The experiment described above is in a relatively early

7j stage of development. It does appear, though, that milli-

meter-submillimeter 'erenkov devices are a realistic

possibility.

:1

.!
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interest to make a detailed comparison of these two systems.

We will conclude this section with a brief discussion of

two possible configurations which might be used in the 1.

range. The first is shown in Fig. 18.

Shown in the figure is a thin dielectric guide with

tapered ends. An electron beam passes over the guide and

couples to the evanescent field. When the beam has a high

enough energy, the coupling will be good. The tapered ends

face mirrors which, together with the guide, form an optical

resonator.

It might also be useful to taper the thickness of the

guide near its ends. By doing this, the field energy in

the guide can be increased at the expense of that stored

above the guide. If the taper is adiabatic on the scale of

k - , the dispersion relation will vary smoothly as will the

field distribution. Shown in Fig. 19 are the results of

one possible experimental configuration including a taper.

As the guide thickens, the field distribution is pulled

down into the guide and formed into a half-sinusoid. The

latter form, which is closed to the normal mode distribution

of a guide which is covered top and bottom, should give

better control of the input-output coupling.

Another possible version of a short wavelength system

is shown in Fig. 20. In this system, the output optics are

placed below the beam. Incident radiation come- through

the end face of the guide and normal to the face, but the

angle formed with the top surface is greater than that

required for total internal reflection. This guide is also

iI
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tapered. As it thins out, the field is pushed out to increase

the coupling. It is then pulled in again and passed to a

second mirror.

*i The two configurations just discussed are highly

I i schematic. The beam-to-field coupling will be a straight-

forward matter, but the overall optical system may be quite

I i complex. Self-reproducing patterns of the general type

discussed should exist, however, and well-collimated

II relativistic beams, together with the resonator, could form

the basis of far-infrared &erenkov devices.

T1
LI

. . .

I
;I
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Figure 9: The basic slab guide geometry and axial

field dependence.

Figure 10: The dispersion relation for the slab guide.

Figure 11: Gain curve shape vs. beam velocity for the

beam-slab guide system.

Figure 12: Numerical values of dispersion (a) and

spatial gain (b) vs. beam velocity for a

.025 am. thick quartz guide.

Figure 13: Geometry of slab guide/beam system when

there is a finite gap between the beam and

the guide.

Figure 14: The relative positions of the phase velocity

and the beam velocity distribution function

II
(FB) when the beam is "cold" and when it is

"warm".

Figure 15: Qualitative shape of the dispersion and gain

in the "warm" beam limit.

Figure 16: The configuration of an experimental device

designed to prodce mm-wavelength stimulated

terenkov radiation. a) the device;

b) typical voltage and radiation pulse.

Figure 17: Fabry-Perot interferometer output.

a) calibration (35 Ghz source); b) Stimulated

Zerenkov radiation.

____________ t
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1

Figure 18: Slab guide resonator configuration for a

possible far-infrared device.

Figure 19: The effect of tapering the slab guide

thickness. a) the guide; b) the field
6

distribution.

1

Figure 20: Another possible configuration for short

wavelength operation.
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CERENKOV AND CERENKOV-RAMAN RADIATION SOURCES

JOHN E. WALSH

INTRODUCTION

Cerenkov radiation I  takes its name from P.A.

Cerenkov whose pioneering experimental research clearly

established the nature of the electromagnetic radiation

produced by a charged particle when it moves with

superluminal velocity in a dielectric medium. The electron

sources used by Cerenkov were weak and thus he studied the

radiation produced by single particles (spontaneous

mission). The analysis of Frank and Tam 2 also applied to

* the single electron case. We will be concerned in this

paper with a tutorial discussion of practical radiation

sources which make use of the Cerenkov process and hence we

J will be interested in stimulated as well as spontaneous

Cerenkov emission. The former one of these is like the

ji latter a potential source of short wavelength radiation.

Cerenkov's original experiments were in the visible range of

I
* U

.I



the spectrum and more recently it has been demonstrated that

a highly relativistic electron beam-noble gas combination is

a bright incoherent source of radiation in the vacuum
3ultraviolet region . In other experiments mm wavelength

Cerenkov radiation has been obtained4 '. It is of

interest therefore, to consider the possibility of

constructing Cerenkov lasers over the entire range of the

electromagnetic spectrum for which suitable dispersive

II

materials can be found.

Cerenkov radiation can be thought of as a decay

process in which an electron moving through a dielectric I
emits a photon and drops to a lower energy state. We will

also be interested in a related process where an electron

either scatters an incoming photon or emits two photons.

Unlike Cerenkov radiation which has no vacuum counterpart

the first of these is analogous to Compton scattering. The

dynamics of the scattering are, however, both complicated

and enriched by the presence of the dielectric. In a

Cerenkov oscillator or amplifier the single electron is

replaced by a beam whose intensity is sufficient to cause

stimulated emission. A related device in which an electron

beam in a dielectric interacts with an incident photon beam,I

can be imagined. If the electron beam is intense enough to

support collective plasma oscillations the incident photons

scatter off of these and the device would be called a

Cerenkov-Raman laser or maser. As the wavelength of the

scattered photon is decreased the electron beam loses its

collective nature and the scattering becomes a single

particle process. Stimulated scattering still occurs in

this limit, however, and aevices operating in this range are

designated Gerenkov-Compton radiation sources. The it

repacd y •bem hoe itesiy i sffcint o aue
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definition of the division between Cerenkov-Raman and

Cerenkov-Compton devices adopted here is consistent with

that used for devices7 operated without a dielectric.

i As is the case with straight Cerenkov sources,

Cerenkov-Raman or Compton devices are in principle capable

of working at wavelengths as short as the visible or vuv

regions of the spectrum . At the present time, however,

practical devices have been operated in the m ranges8 . A

primary purpose of these tutorial notes is to explore in

some detail the criteria which must be met if short

wavelength operation is to be achieved.

The notion that superluminal velocity charged

particles could be used as a radiation source is quite old.

Heaviside 9  in 1889 and Sommerfield 10  again in 1904 solved

LI for the electromagnetic fields produced by a charged

particle moving with greater than light velocity. Both of

I these analyses preceded special relativity and assumed that

it was possible for a particle to have a velocity greater

than that of light in a vacuum. If, however, the velocity

of light c is replaced by c over the index of refraction n,

their solutions are consistent with the work of Frank and

I Tam2 . There are also some scattered observations of

Cerenkov radiation. N. Curie" in 1911 deduced that one

ji component of radiation produced in the walls of a glass

container containing radioactive materical was due to the

jpresence of high speed electrons, and Kllett' 2  in 1926

performed several related experiments. Taken as a whole,

I however, none of the early work was sufficiently complete or

I J correct to jeopordise the position of Cerenkov and of Frank

and Tamm as the founders of the subject of Cerenkov

E, radiation.

I. ]I



ollowing this original 1 ,2 work a very large number

of papers devoted to the subject have been written. A

review article by Bolotovskii 13 contains over four hundred

references. Much of the emphasis in this work was on the

application of Cerenkov radiation to the production of

useful radiation sources in the millimeter, the

submillimeter and the far infrared regions of the

electromagnetic spectrum. Almost every concievable electron

beam dielectric structure combination has been analyzed.

It is, of course, not practical to propagate an

electron beam through a solid aielectric and hence

particular importance is attached to the radiation produced

by electrons moving along the axis of a channel in a

dielectric. Ginsburg 14 , analyzed a number of these problems

in detail. Re found that in addition to the fact that

spontaneous Cerenkov emission is relatively weak in all

regions of the spectrum below the visible1 5 , there is not

surprisingly also a relation between the size of the channel

and the wavelength of the radiation produced. One method of

circumventing the relative weakness of the process at longer

wavelengths is to bunch the electrons. If the scale 16

length of the bunch is small compared to the wavelength the

radiation intensity is increased by the square of the number

of electrons in the bunch. A number of experiments using

this technique were performed. Notable moung these were

the experiments of Coleman4 and of Lashinksy5 . In all of

the analyses and experiments mentioned the electron beam

intensity and dielectric resonator designs were such that

stimulated mission was not a factor.

most, although not all of the early work was devoted

to straight Cerenkov radiation. The problem of the

Oa
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radiation produced by an oscillator moving through a

dielectric was, however, analyzed by Frank17  and a later

analysis of this and similar problems with emphasis on its

use as a radiation source was performed by Ginzburg18 . In

the latter work expressions for the power radiated by both

sub and superluminal oscillators were given. More recently

in a series of publications Schneider and Spitzer1  have

analyzed the problem of photon-electron scattering in a

dielectric medium. All of these analyses were devoted to

rsingle particle spontaneous emission processes.

The efficient production of stimulated Cerenkov or

stimulated Cerenkov-Raman radiation requires electroa beam

densities and velocities which are in excess of those

required by conventional microwave tubes. This is the

jprimary reason why these mechanisms have not yet been used

in practical radiation sources. However, the need for high

power coherent sources in the shorter part of the millimeter

range and for high or moderate power tuneable coherent

sources in the submillimeter and far infrared regions of the

spectrum has led to some acceptance of electron beams with

parameters which are more than adequate for the production

of stimulated Cerenkov radiation. An intense electron beam

has been used to produce megawatt levels of radiation 20 and

an electron beam generator similar to that used in high

power klystrons has been used to produce both stimulated

I Cerenkov6  and stimulated Cerenkov-Raman8 radiation. The

details of these experiments will be discussed elsewhere 22 .

2The remaining sections of these notes will be devoted to

exploring the fundamental principles of device operation.
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KINEMATIC CONSTRAINTS ON CERENKOV AND

CERENKOV-COMPTON SCATTERING

A number of useful conclusons can be drawn from an

analysis of the constraints which energy and momentum

mm submm fir

I cm 3mm Imm IO1 IF.

I I I I I I

Stanford Fre
Conventional Roman ton LareI SorcesElectron Loser
a Wave Tubes Sources

Gyrotrons

Carcinotrons
Fig. 1. Free electron radiation sources.

conservation impose on Cerenkov and Cerenkov-Compton

scattering. In order to see why this is so we consider the

diagramatic representation of a section of the

electromagnetic spectrum shown in Fig. 1. On the left we

have conventional microwave tubes. These were developed

during an earlier effort to overcome the difficulties

encountered when attempts were made to develop radiation

sources in the cm wavelength range. They are all

characterized by the fact that at least one critical

dimension, L, is of the order of the operating wavelength J
A0.0" I

I
L - j

. . .. .. .. . .. .. .... . . _ _ _ __.. . . ._,
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1 If an attempt is made to simply extend the

1successful microwave devices down in wavelength a number of

fundamental difficulties23 '24 become apparent. The quality

factor, Q, of any (closed) resonator drops as A 1/2 and

furthermore as the resonator volume decreases power density

increases and heat dissipation becomes a severe practical

problem. Furthermore, if we choose I >> Xo the resonator Q

must rise at least as fast as (L )3 if the modes are to

be resolved. In two and one dimensional resonators this

1 restriction becomes (/Xo) 2 and (t/Xo) respectively. Thus

open resonators will be an advantage if we require Xo << Z.

Clearly however, something other than resonator geometry

alone must determine the operating wevelength Xo for an

electron beam device if it is to operate at Xo much less

than say one mm.

In a conventional laser X o is, of course, set by

atomic or molecular structure. For the short wavelength

free electron sources mentioned on Fig. L several different

techniques are used to fix the wavelength. The Stanford25

free electron laser and the stimulated Raman scattering

experiments performed at the Naval Research Laboratory26 and

at Columbia University2 7 use the relativistic doppler shift.

Hence o in those experiments is set by the wavelength of an

incoming (pump) source (a static rippled or helical magnetic

field with wavelength Xp) and the beam energy. This is a

good technique since it does not rely on resonator geometry

but suffers from the disadvantage that X . goes down

1 approximately as the inverse of the electron beam energy

squared and short Xo operation requires large beam energies.

I In the gyrotron, wavelength is determined by the cyclotron

. resonance. These are prime candidates for mm wavelength

1*
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tubes but operation at wavelengths below one m requires

very large magnetic fields. The carcinotron is essentially

a backward wave oscillator. The wavelength in these is set

by geometry and because of this carcinotrons are probably

the ultimate straightforward28 extension of microwave tubes.

ENERGY-HOMENTUM4 CONSERVATION FOR CERE KOV SCATTERING. By

considering the kinematics of Cerenkov radiation we will be

able to determine the extent to which this mechanism can

determine a value for X0 which is much less than 1. A

quantum view of the radiation process is shown schematically

in Fig. 2a. Applying the laws of conservation of energy and

momentum and subsequently eliminating the momentum we

obtain:
2I

to [w(n2 -1) + Eo(S0 ncos ac-l)] - 0 (1)

where,

so Mo

is the initial electron velocity measured in units of the

light velocity and Eo  the electron energy is in the

conventional notation:

Bar yomc 2  (2a)

Yo 1/(1-1o 2 ) I  (2b)

The index of refraction, n(w), may depend upon frequency.

If 8on < 1 the only solution of Eq. (1) is w a 0. When the

bern velocity exceeds the Cerenkov threshold, B0 n - 1,

however, the Cerenkov decay process is allowed and we find:

I

tI
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V1

cos e 1/0on + i(n 2-1)/ °  (3)
C 0 0

j The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 3 is very

small at any possible w and hence in regions where n is

frequency independent the emission threshold is also

. frequency independent. In the absence of dispersion we will

LI (b)

IJl n (w)

Fig. 2. a). Cerenkow scattering. b). Emission for 1A>l.

also find that the emission spectrum varies slowly withI frequency. One method whereby the emission spectrum can be
narrowed depends upon the rise in index of refraction near

* an absorption line. This is illustrated in Fig. 2b. The

fact that the emission is near an absorption line mans of

L..
________________________________________



course that a good deal of the emitted radiation can be

reabsorbed. It is a technique which has been used in

29particle counting applications and in producing bright

incoherent vuv radiation3 . Furthermore, elementary

calculations indicate that strong stimulated emission can be

obtained in the vuv from an electron beam noble gas

combination30 . There is as yet no experimental verification

of this latter prediction, a fact which is due in part to

the great practical difficulties.

CEREENOV SCATTERING IN BOUIMED MEDIA. There are highly

transparent solid materials available over much of the

spectrum shon in Fig. 1. These ca be configured in a wide

variety of electron beas dielectric resonator combinations.

Some of these have been tested ezperimentally
20 ,2 1 and found

to work. Since they also show promise of working in the

middle of the spectral range shown in Fig. I where moderate

and high power sources are not nov available, we will

concentrate much of our discussion on this approach. Shown

in Fig. 3 is a sketch of a dielectric tube waveguide and the

dispersion curve for a TH guide mode. This mode is chosen

in order to conform to the symmetry of the classical picture

of Cernkov radiation in an infinite dielectric which is

that of a wake of radiation propagating at cone angle 0 €"

A detailed analysis of this problem is

straightforward but quite complicated in detail.

Fortunately, however, it is possible to deduce the most

important conclusions with the aid of simple qualitative

* argumants. First we see that i.f On > 1 there will be a

coupling between an electron moving along the axis of the

tube and the guide mode. Furthermore, due to the fact that I



there is a unique relation between w and k the Cerenkov

emission will occur at a discrete frequency given by:

w c kB (4)

I/n

:2b

LIWoo Coupling

I

CICI

-j

51 Fig. 3. Dispersion and coupling in a dielectric resonator.

. 1 Provided the guide modes are resolved with respect to

transverse wave number, a series of lines, one for each

mode, will be produced. An the emission occurs one can

imagine the electron moving along the dispersion curve

jtoward higher w and k until the coupling is so reduced that

mission no longer occurs. Treatment of the coupling is not

!



a purely kinematic process and hence it will be deferred

until a later section.

Another important conclusion can be reached with the

aid of Fig. 3. The cutoff frequency (wco) will depend

inversely upon the wall thickness d and the square of the

inde3" of refraction of the material (n2 - e). Hence:

WCo - i/d(c-1) (5)

and in general,

2 t
w tv 1/d(O C-1) (6)

The frequncy at which the interaction occurs can be

controlled both by d and by 02C. Thus insofar as kinematic
constraints are concerned we hove achieved conditions such

that X, the wavelength of the frequency produced can be much
less than the characteristic dimension 2a. Furthermore, by

judiciously combining the use of d and 02C some control

over the separation of different transverse modes can be

obtained. Before the choice of all parameters is made,

however, the coupling must be investigated.

CKnIOV-COKPTON SCATTIRING. Shown in Fig. 4 are sketches

of two possible Cerenkov-Compton (electron photon scattering

in a dielectric) scattering processes. In the first of

these, Fig. 4s, 00 < 1/n and the event is analogous to

ordinary Compton scattering in that an incident photon kp j
(for pump) scatters off an electron which drops to a lower

energy as it emits a photon ke. There is, however, a very

important difference. Application of the laws of energy

I

.
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LIFig. 4. Carealkov-Compton scattering, On < L.

I and momentum conservation lead to the conclusion that:

Ws  1+0° n(W )coosp(7

Wp 1-00 n(w)€oees

Hance w 8 becomes arbitrarily Large as $On( W d")ll. When

electron recoil and or dispersion are included the frequency

I shift becomes finite but still very large in this sme

Slimit. Thus unlike similar stimulated scattering
Sdevices 10 ,26 ,27  which operaet without a dielectric,

etremely high energies re not a prerequisite for lrge w s

and hence this is a conclusion of some practical

I

. s igni fic ance.

The presence of the medium makes possible 0 u 21 L
and thus there ere scattering processes which hve no vacuum

analog. These are shown in Fig. 4b. Application of the

J ec = ems arbitarl y leas 5
n i , )i. l



conservation laws in this case leads to the relation:

w ° n(p )cose +1

p n(Ws)COSs-l

for which comments similar to those made for Fig. 4a may be

made in the limit Bon( s) -1. There is, however, one

difference, as Oun( w s ) -1 from above unity the solution to

the conservation equation moves into the complex plane and

the process as expected, becomes forbidden.

If the effects of dispersion are included, multiple

roots of Eqs. 7 and 8 can be obtained 1 7 '18 " 9  These will

be of some importance both in gasses when wa is near an

absorption line and in the case where a dielectric waveguide

is used to support the wave. Before analyzing the vaveguide

case, however, a very important practical modification to

the scattering processes should be considered.

THE ZERO FREQUENCY PUMP. It might be anticipated that an

intense source of incident, "pump", photons would be

required if a useful level of stimulated radiation at ws is

to be produced. This would be an important practical

limitation if it were not for the fact that a rippled or

helical static magnetic field with wavelength X p will

serve3 1 as well. This so called zero frequency pump ('p -

0. kp - 2 w/kp). which is also used in the vacuum version of

stimulated scattering sources, is capable of providing

enorous equivalent pump power in the rest frame of the

electron.

Analysis of the kinematic relations which lead to

Eqs. 7 and 8 with the assumption that wp is now aero leads

I
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immediately to:

OP c8 kPCoP (9a)
a. " 1-$ n(ws)coses

and,

i - cB k co(9b)

s 8 n(w )coSOs-1

for the subluminal and superluminal cases respectively. The

advantages of a zero frequency pump thus apply to the

Cerenkov-Compton processes. A further advantage not

available in a vacuum is that now kp can be chosen in. order

to get good depth of modulation. The frequency shift is

controlled independently by 0on(ws).-I

CEREENKOV-COMPTON SCATTERING IN A WAVE GUIDE. The motion

j Jimparted to an electron by the pump is primarily transverse

and hence this motion can couple to the TE modes of a guide.

Shown in Fig. 5 is a sketch of the dispersion relation for a

partially filled guide 3 2 which is bounded by metal walls.

gi Also shown are the beam line cko for the case on < 1 and the

zero frequency pump which is designated as a horizontal line

segment of length kp. It is clear from the diagram how the

pump makes up the momentum difference between a bemn mode

and the scattered mode. Furthermore, it is also clear that

• Ithere will in general be two solutions to the kinematic

relations and a bem energy threshold below which the

-,scattering process is forbidden. A sketch of the beam

energy versus frequency curve is also shown on Fig. 5.

.1

I
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Comments made in a previous section regarding the

role of d and c in controlling the frequency of the

fundamental mode generally apply to the Cerenkov mode as

Slope 1I

wT

w!

I/I

ck,1

Fig. 5. Cerenkov-Compton scattering in a dielectric
resonator.

well. There is one further significant difference. When

w/ck - I the fields in the vacuum region must evanesce away

from the dielectric (Fig. 6) and although some control over

the decay length can be maintained by using large energy

electron beams it will ultimately lead to weak coupling at

large w. When Cerenkov-Compton scattering is used, however,

we can also couple to waves with w/ck > I and hence to

fields which peak rather than evanesce in the region of the

I)
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Ez

ab

[I/

I J <

J ck

JIFig. 6. Mial f ield strength wa/ck 1

-I

electron. The advantage of the dielectric is not-lost in

this operating regime because the point where w/ck - I wll

still depend upon (d2 ( C - M-f1 / 2 and the point near Sn - I

will still produce large frequency shifts at bem energies

which are comparatively modest. The preceding discussion is

primarily aimed at the regime Bon < I since there are3 practical advantages to operating with lower beam energies.
* Devices need not be restricted to this region, however.

.1
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since the cross, section for the process becomes large for

both 0on § 1. Analysis of the related dynamical processes

will show that gain can be achieved in both regimes.

CONCLUSIONS. We can conclude from the kinematic arguments

presented in the preceding sections that one requirement for

producing a high frequency free electron device, I >> o,

can be met by Cerenkov and Cerenkov-Compton devices.

Whether those possibilities are realized will depend also on

the electron dynamics and the parameters of the electron

beam used to drive the device. This will be taken up in the

next sections.

C&IEHKOV EMISSION RATES

The spontaneous and stimulated emission rates for

Cerenkov radiation can be computed either classically or a
quantum mechanically. In the quantum calculation one would

begin with the kinematic constraints discussed previously

and use perturbation theory in the standard way to arrive at

experssions for the emission rates. When the recoil terms

(S W/o) are small however, the resulting expressions are

independent of 1. This is true in both the nonrelativistic

and the extreme relativistic limit. It is a result of the

fact that the electron is making transitions between

continuum states and does not depend upon an assumption that

there are a large number of photons present. Cerenkov

radiation is thus an essentially classical process, and we

will use classical formalism, haxwell's equations and the

relativistic Vlasov equation, in order to arrive at

.I
1~t
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expressions for the emission rates.

SPONTANEOUS CERENKOV EMISSION. The classical picture of

Cerenkov emission is that of a wake produced when the

particle velocity exceeds the speed of light in the medium.

4L A sketch is shown in Fig. 7. The symmetry of the problem

(E,O, Ez)
B(0, Bo' )

I
Fig. 7. Cerenkov wake and field components.

immediately dictates which electromagnetic field components,

also stated on Fig. 7, are nonvanishing. Derivations of
explicit expressions for these are readily available and

need not be repeated. we will simply sumarize the main

conclusions.

If recoil and dispersion are neglected, closed form

.1 expressions for the fields as functions of r and z can be

obtained. These diverge on the shock front defined by the

Cerenkov cone however, and hence they are not the most

useful form for further work. It is better to Fourier

------- ____ --- !a



transform the charge,

-e 2wr 5(z-vt) (lOa)

and current,

_ (lOb)

which results in

- - r) -k.) (11a)
r

and

,, - O k,w (hib)

and use these as source terms in equations for the scalar

and vector potentials. The equations governing the radial

dependence are then Bessel equations. This in turn suggests

that a Fourier-Bessel expansion is the best way to decompose

the fields. In an infinite medium the Hankel transform is

used, and an expression for the work done by the particle on

each component of its own polarization field can be readily

computed. The resulting expression is the well known

formula for the intensity of radiation produced per unit

path length per unit frequency interval:

dI e2 W(1-1/B 2C())/c2  
(12)

. . . . . . . . m . ... .I J. I .



* I Integration of Eq. 12 over all w would result in the total

power lost per unit path length. If dispersion is neglected

however, this expression again diverges. This is a purely

formal difficulty however, since e(w) -I as w for any

material and it is obvious that the integral is to be done
'!

U only for regions where 02 c > 1. As a measure of intensity

per unit w Eq. 12 is accurate even in regions when e(w) is

II sensibly constant.

Evaluation of Eq. 12 also readily shows that very

little radiation is produced until w reaches the uv region

of the spectrum. This conclusion is true even if a

substantial beam of electrons is used in place of a single

electron. If a beam of finite cross section is propagated

in a dielectric the power produced per unit length of beam

LI becomes

9 dP(w) _ e1 w (1_/B 2c(w)) (13)
dz c c

9where I is the beam current. If the current is expressed in

amperes and the power density in watts we obtain:

dP(w) 10- 8  (A) ! (1_1/02c) (14)
dz

watts/cu for the power. Pure spontaneous Cerenkov radiation

is therefore, a weak process throughout the wavelength range

longer than a few tenths of a micron. We will find,

however, that both radiation in a superadiant configuration

and stimulated radiation are potentially strong processes.

Before leaving the topic of spontaneous Cerenkov

__LiNE



radiation it is useful to point out the differences which

occur in the radiation formulas when a bounded medium is

introduced. In the discussion of Fig. 3 we concluded that

the emission in a dielectric tube was confined to a series

of discrete frequencies, one for each mode. The

discreteness would remain so long as the overall Q was such

that the modes could be resolved. Straightforward extension

of the techniques used in the infinite medium can be used to

obtain

2
dl . 2e 1 (15)
da a 2  2

al Ci )

for the power smited into a mode whose field dependence is

Jo(zo1 r/a) where o is a root of the Beesel function Jos

and a is the guide radius. When a beam of current I is

used, the expression analogous to Eq. 5 becomes:

dP 2e I (16a)
dz a2  j12(xd

2.88 x 10-12 I(A)/a 2 1 2 (Xo) (16b)

watts/mpere/cm. Again this is a very small amount of power

but the comments pertaining to changes in the system which

lead to either superadient or stimulated emission lead to

predictions of high available power output.

STIMUIATED CERENKOV EMISSION RATES. The early theoretical

and experimental attempts to turn Cerenkov radiation into a

useful source made use of what could be termed pre-bunching.

T1~
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I Clearly if a short (compared to the desired wavelength)

bunch of electrons were used the intensity of the radiation

would increase by the square of the number of electrons in

the bunch. In principle the enhancement could be very large

3J but in practice it is difficult to produce dense bunches

with a scale length which is short enough to be interesting.

It is better to use the process of stimulated emission. The

scale length in this case is that of the stimulating

radiation.

1There are two basic regimes in which the stimulated

process is important. In the first, which pertains to weak

(| bems, spontaneously emitted photons are trapped in a

resonator and these stimulate further emission. The energy

build-up in this regime will be sensitive to resonator

length and other cavity details and for this reason it will

be defined as the interferential gain regime.34  In order

for subsequent electrons to add energy to the spontaneously

emitted field left by earlier electrons, control of the

joverall phasing of beam and radiation must be maintained.

The growth of radiation within the beam is not exponential

I and the reaction of the radiation back on the beam in this

regime need not be treated self-consistently.

r! In the second regime the beam is strong enough to

cause exponential amplification of the spontaneously created

field within the beem itself, and the role of the cavity, if

one is used, is somewhat different. Discussion of the

details of the role played by resonators will be deferred

until a later section. The gain in the exponential regime

is subdivided according to whether the beam can be regarded

as cold (negligible thermal spread) or warm (the thermal

spread affects the gain). We can easily show that the



decision about whether the beam can be regarded as warm or

cold depends upon the beam density and the wavelength as

well as the velocity spread. Consider a monoenergetic

electron be-- which is supporting a slow space charge wave

propagating in the same direction as the ben. Assuming the

fields are weak enough to allow the neglect of nonlinear

effects, the dispersion relation of such a mode is easily

derived with the aid of the equations of motion,

d(yvz) - E (17)
dt m z

of continuity,

an + v (nV 0 (18)
at

and Poiseon' s equation,

V- E - -4we (n-n0 ) (19)

Fourier transforming we obtain for the slow space charge

mode

w kvo - / 2  (20&)
b bo

where

2.. 4-ffnoe 2 /m (20b)

1
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is the beam plasma frequency and Y ( 2)-1/2 is

related to the zero order energy of a beam electron.

The relation between the phase velocity of this mode
'-. and the beam velocity is shown in Fig. 8. Also shown in

Fig. 8 are two typical velocity distributions. In one the

beam and the modes are resolved in velocity and the beam is

approximately "cold". In the other it is not and the beam

dNCold

Ll Worm

aV 0

1 Fig. 8. Beam-space charge waves.

is "warm". Measured in the laboratory frame the velocity

difference between the mode and the beam is

S- a 3/2k (21)

If we now consider a beam whose velocity spread is equal to

A v we have a criterion for determining the vave length at

1 •which a beam can no longer be regarded as cold. It is

* .convenient to express this in terms of energy spread:

It
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b cAy/BoYo3  (22)Avb 00

Equating (21) and (22) and using k 2w/ X we find a
wavelength,

). "/ 2c Ay/ry 3/ 2 (23s)

which for% X'. defines a cold (waxm) beam. If we rewrite

the plasma frequency in terms of beam current we have an

alternative expression

2we (23b)
CY

where a is the beam radius, I is the beam current, and

Io  "ec/r °

100

is the "current" carried by an electron crossing a classical

electron radius at velocity c and is equal to 17.5 KA.

Discussion of the role of Xw will be continued below.

Emission in the cold limit. The stimulated Carenkov

emission rate has been derived elsewhere. We will simply

smarise the results of this calculation. The symetry of

the beam and the fields are the same as that of the

spontaneous case and thus we will have for the equations of

notion:

2

2V.2 + k- A-4w J (24,)
c
2

a
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SI and

.!i [VQ2 +  2- -  - 21 @  -4,, co(2)

2 r (24b)

In writing these we have already Fourier transformed in time

and in z (the beam axis coordinate). We have also assumed

that the beam is passing directly through the medium. This

is not realistic for any case except perhaps a gas in the

limit of extreme relativistic beam energy. In a practical

configuration there will be one (or more) beam channels in a

dielectric resonator. The boundary value problem is greatly

complicated by this state of affairs and thus it is

i! difficult to gain a grasp of the physical situation if all

possible complications are put in at the beginning. We will

I assume, therefore, that the beam passes axially through a

cylindrical resonator. The form factors which result when

practical cases are considered will be discussed further in

the concluding sections.

The charge and current in the cold beam limit may be

computed either with fluid equations or the Vlasov equation.

These depend upon A and #. Expanding the entire set of

equations in a Fourier-Bessel expansion then yields a

dispersion relation:

2 2 b 2 ( 2_ c 2 k 2 / )

* ww.- 3-(25a)
w -u~k cy 3(w-ckO) 2

Iwhere
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2 c (p2+k2 (25b)

is the dispersion of the undriven guide, and p is the radial
wavenumber. In deriving (25) we are also assuming that a

strongly magnetized bean is used. The other quantities have

been defined previously. The dispersion curves in the limit
of zero coupling and finite coupling are shown in Figs. 9a

Coupled

I, I/n

W I/n Uncoupled

ok

/ N Synchronism

ck

Fig. 9. Dispersion curves in the cold beau limit.

and 9b. There are four roots, two associated with the beam

space charge modes and two with the unperturbed guide modes.
When 1 < I/n all four roots are real while for B > 1/n we

have a complex conjugate pair of roots. The imaginary part

L. __ _ _ .1.
- ___ ____ _____- ii i- i- -i- i .. .1 .



Uof the frequency (the gain curve) for this limit is also

shown in Fig. 9b. The gain not unexpectedly peaks near the

Ul region of strongest coupling:

1 ckB (26)

Near this point the dispersion relation reduces

approximately to a cubic and we have

,!
(w - ck8o)3 _ ab2 ckO (1-1/0 2c)/2y 3  = 0 (27)

Since we are on a root of the unperturbed guide mode we also

have:

k - p/(1 2C-)1% (28)

Rewriting Ob2 in terms of the current and p in terms of the

radius a, (p - x,,/&), Eq. 27 can be expressed in terms of
physically more intuitive variables:

(w-ck0) 3 _ 2&I (1-1/0O (29)
05 0 (C) ay

JThus the gain and the frequency shift on resonance become

Z  - ( ( ZIx° -/ ) /
1 (30a)

MI (1.1 2 1/6C()o o  00a)

W,~ 2 T
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and

A - (30b)

(3)

respectively. The gain and the frequency shift in spatial

units are obtained by dividing Eqs. 30a and 30b by c

Relatively modest electron beam parameters result in

substantial gains. A typical example is given in Table 1.

Table 1

Example of gains calculated for typical beam parameters.

2.5 4

Vb (kv) 250 120

b(A) 17.5 17.5

aIa .138 .232

Cerenkov emission rate in the warm beam limit. A discussion

of the growth, or stimulated emission rate in the limit

where the beam can no longer be regarded as monenergetic may

also be found in the references.33 Hence the discussion

here will be brief. Assuming that a strong guide magnetic

..



I
field coaxial with the beam direction renders the small

signal motion one dimensional, the equations for the z

I icomponents of the vector potential and the gradient of the

scalar potential may with the aid of the equation of

continuity be combined to give one equation for the axial

L- component of the electric field:

I,
2 222 WC2 -47ri - c k /  (1

2+ k Ez 11~-ckI) P (31)

[ In the preceding section the charge density p was computed

using the fluid equations, now to account for thermal spread

[I we will use the Vlasov equation:

i + V A (32)

at z az z aSw

where in writing Eq. 32 we have used a velocity distribution

aI and incorporated the assumption that the motion of the

particles takes place primarily along the z direction.

i Linearizing the Vlasov equation and Fourier

transforming in t and z we obtain in the usual way an

jexpression for p:

S- ino fvz(f IV) dv z  (33)

0 W-kv z

.I
If we substitute for v from the equation of motion:

i __ .2



d(yv) - -e E (34)
dt m z

and substitute the resulting expression for P in the

equation for Ez we then nave

2 2 (w 2 1)2 /c+ _ k ]  E (35)
2 z 2 k

C c

~ af /3v1  B
0 zo dvz  Ezv

If a delta function distribution in velocity is assumed the

dispersion relation for the cold beam limit obtained in the

preceding section is recovered. Restricting ourselves to

the opposite limit we may use

S P i16(w-kv) (36)
ur-kv w-kv

to obtain for the imaginary part of the frequency:

w%2 0 2 (1-1/B2C) _f(w(k)I+ 2--" Y 3 '"3-(, Ik) 7

In obtaining Eq. 37 we have also made use of the condition

for phase synchronism

w ckl (38)

-' .
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and we have ignored the small real part of the beam density

dependent frequency shift.

* The exact value of w will depend to some extent on
the detailed shape of f(v z) However if we assume that its

z
width in velocity is Av and that it varies smoothly around
I -2

£ its peak the derivative may be replaced with Av Making

use of the relation between Av and energy spread Ay, the
2

previous definition of w and dividing by c to obtain a

spatial growth rate a we then have:

L1  
This result can be further reduced by evaluating it

ii at the wavelength X which represents the crossover between a

warm and a cold beam and by making use of the relation

between w, the transverse wavenumber xot/a and the square of

the sine of the Cerenkov angle (1-1/ 2c) . The spatial

growth measured in units of beam radius a then becomes::1
aa = 2 ( 2o (40)

iil  Examination of Eqs. 39 and 40 shows that operation

of a collective mode device in the sub=-fir region of the

_ spectrum is a realistic possibility. This point will be

addressed further after the emission rate of the Ce-enkov-

Raman mode is computed.

--



CERENKOV-RAMAN EMISSION RATE

The procedure for calculation of the emission rate

for the Cerenkov-Raman configuration is similar to that used

in the preceding section. It is however slightly more

involved since in addition to the beam oscillations, and

radiation field we now also have a pump field. The

discussion will be broken into two parts. In the first the

interaction mechanism will be examined qualitatively and in

the second the equations of motion will be developed in more

detail.

CEREINKOV-RANAN COUPLING. The kinematics of Cerenkov-Compton

scattering were explored in the second section. If the

single electron is replaced by a beam and the photons by

waves the Cerenkov-Raman instability can occur. This comes

about in the following way. The electron beam supports

space charge oscillations. If an electromagnetic wave

propagates either along or counter to the electron beam the

Lorentz force associated with the product of the transverse

velocity imparted to the electrons by the electric field

associated with the wave and the magnetic field of the wave

will act along the direction of the beam propagation.

A synchronous or resonant coupling between three

waves is possible. Imagine a beam on which there is a space

charge oscillation with axial wave number kb. If a wave

with axial wave number k is propagating in the direction

counter to the beam there is a beat force with wavenumber

k s - kb - kp (41)

[_p
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This implies that the interaction between a space

charge oscillation and a counterstreaming "pump" wave

generates a scattered wave. We will see that a large

amplitude pump wave can induce growth of both the space

charge and the scattered waves. Because the pump wave is

scattered from a collective beam oscillation the designation

Iof the process as Raman scattering is appropriate. The

prefix Cerenkov is used because in the present case we are

I also examining the process when a dielectric resonator is

* used to support the scattered wave. It is meaningful to

consider the scattering in regimes where the beam speed is

either above or below the usual Cerenkov velocity and

perhaps it would be proper to restrict the usage of the

designation Cerenkov-Raman Process to the former limit.

However this would unduly clutter the notation. -We will use

the same designation for both limits and differentiate

between subluminal, Bn< 1, and superluminal Bn > 1 where

appropriate.

In order to extract a useful amount of gain from

this interaction the pump field intensity must be very

large. Hence in practice it is best to use a static rippled

or helical magnetic field for the pump. In the rest frame

of the electron this will result in a large transverse

electric field while in the lab frame the pump will have

zero frequency but non zero wavelength p M 2w/k Temporal

synchronism will require:

s = wb (42)

The approximate dispersion -elations for the space charge



and scattered modes are

ck 0  (43a)

and

u cks/n (43b)
s

These together vith the equation for spatial synchronism

result in

c€k
a 1-8on

the relation obtained from kinematic considerations in the

second section. Reversal of the pump direction k-p-k and

the assumption Bn 1 imediately results in:

c8k

1n-1 (45)

The kinematic arguments are thus equivalent to phase

matching.

THE DISPERSION RELATION FOR CERENKOV RAMAN SCATTERING. In

order to calculate the gain the dynamics of the interaction

must be considered in more detail. There is now a

transverse as well as a longitudinal current and hence the

appropriate field equations are

I.I
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'-t. ( 2 .k2)[~ (46)2 Ez

- [(W2c k2/ ,/ck

Again we combine the z component of the vector and scalar

potentials since this will simplify computation of p and L.

I t In order to exhibit the basic phenomena with a minimum of

complication we vili also assume that there are no

transverse spatial variations.

Computation of the current is begun with the

introduction of a Lagrangian:

2 2 (7
LI L - --c (1-8) -eL . + 64 (47)

i The transverse canonical momentum

1I 
• (48)

P - =  m , : _ - " A .,I

is a conserved quantity. If as is usually the case the beam

enters the interaction region with no initial angular

momentumPA - 0 and we have immediately:

.1 C8.A - __ (49)

it is convenient to usp the ordinary momentum

z Y1 (50)

L



in the z direction and the equation of motion for this

becomes

2 2
(ej aeE A1.p - -eEa - (51)

where in obtaining this result we have used the fact that P,

is conserved and the assumption that there is no spatial

variation in the transverse direction.

If the transverse vector potential contains both

pump and scattered components the second term on the right

hand side of the equation of motion results in a force with

wave number and frequency w s - *. This viii drive the

apace charge oscillation.

Computation of P and j requires the introduction of

the Vlasov equation. It is best in this equation to use the

mixed set of coordinates A , vzp z, and t. Linearizing we

then have:

SVz ( a fo/av z ) dz d..p,

n- 0 av (52a)

and

'V vVz(afo/V z ) dVzd P,

J inoefT(f~z dvda (52b)

2 2

The expression y. equals 1/(1-, ) and as we will see, the

A-
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wave number k in actually kb.

The expression for p contains a term linear in E2

obtained earlier for the Cerenkov mode and a nonlinear drive

term which depends upon the ponderomotive potential A.

The expression for I,_ contains only nonlinear terms, the

most important one of which is the one resulting from the

Iproduct of Ez and v,. This term drives the equation for AA

at the frequency ws.

Further progress requires evaluation of the

integrals in Eqs. 52. In the wavelength limit where the

bem my be regarded as cold we can assume:

fo(V2 , , z , ) - 5(y) 6(vz-vo) (53)

3 and the integrals can be done imediately, yielding for the

nonlinear contributions:

e.n • 2  2 kb  e a A.,2
-

N L. Z (54a)
1 m .€3 (_V) 2  ymc a2

I and

2!2

The linear terms in p and J simply are absorbed into the

dispersion relation for the uncoupled waves.

The pump field is actually a spatial standing wave



and hence it has components which vary as exp(±ik z) . The

component with the positive sign will combine with a term in

the vector potential of the scattered wave with a similar

sign to provide a resonant drive for the space charge mode.

In the nonlinear current the pump term with the negative

sign combines with a forward propagating component of the

space charge wave to provide a resonant drive for the

scattered wave.

Defining the magnitude of the relative velocity

modulation provided by the pump as:

O8 - - A (55)

we arrive finally at a pair of coupled equations for the

scattered and space charge waves:

D E (56a)

y (w-kbvo)

zL -,Q b 3 2 A (56b)z Y 3 (w-k bvo)2

The symbols DT and DL stand for the linear parts of the

dispersion relations of the scattered (transverse) and space

charge (longitudinal) waves respectively. The former one of

these is:

I
.,-- - A,
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IT (D2 2
D %2C

and the latter is:

11 DL l : 02(58)

A determinantal equation for the coupled modes could now be

computed and its roots evaluated. However, in spite of the

. many simplifying assumptions made so far this remains a

formidable task. The following procedure will be adopted.

Optimum coupling will occur near the region where

the uncoupled waves are resonant modes, i.e. near where each

satisfies its ow linear dispersion relation. Near this

frequency the coupled equations can be rewritten in the

j form:

,! aA /

I, ~~at Dla
r A

at a DLIa 5

* where r denotes the factors which appear as coefficients on

the right hand side of Eqs. (56). We are also nov assuming

* ,. the mode amplitudes A5 and E vary slowly as a result of the

coupling although this is not the same as the original

t1
I ".

.......__ _____ __ __ ______.



definition which included the exponential factors and

tacitly assumed that the amplitudes were constant.

A determinantal equation for Eqs. (59) can now be

formed easily. We find for the imaginary part of the

frequency

2 3
S y" ( sw) B/2y3 ' (60)

It is also useful to state this in spatial units of the beam

radius

(k Y 0 (k a) (61)

The growth rate increases as the square root of the

scattered frequency and hence this is an intrinsically short

wave length process provided the beam may be regarded as

cold. As was the case with the pure Cerenkov mode the

growth in the warm limit will decrease with decreasing wave

length and hence the warm-cold transition wavelength

discussed in the earlier sections although not an absolute

limit for device operation is a useful figure of merit for

estimating the high-low gain transition.

CONCLUSIONS

We have derived expressions for the frequency and

the stimulated emission rate for Cerenkov and Cerenkov-Raman I1
:II

V!
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emission processes. In the limit where the driving electron

beam can be regarded as monoenergetic the growth rate rises

I ith frequency (as w1/ and w1 1 2 respectively) for both

processes and hence they are both intrinsically short

wavelength interactions. Furthermore, by controlling the

filling factor and the relative dielectric constant of the

I dielectric waveguide resonators, practical operation in a

regime where the operating wavelength is much less than the

J characteristic transverse dimension of the resonator, has

been achieved. The fundamental limitation to operation of

a these devices in the collective regime at short wavelengths

U would thus appear to be the electron beam quality. The

dielectric resonator makes use of beams which although

Lsubstantial, are nevertheless modest when compared to those

used in other short wavelength free electron radiation

j sources. Operation in the lover part of the mn region of

the spectrum has already been attained and operation in the

sub=r regime appears very likely. The basic dielectric

resonator-electron beam technique can most probably be made

to work into the far infrared portion of the electromagnetic

spectrum. The basic physical principles governing free

electron radiation sources operation is very much the same

for all devices. Hence we would expect that in general,

devices such as we have discussed, would work at as short a

Swavelength as any other free electron laser.
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CERENKOV LASERS*
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Abstract.-

A Cerenkov laser consists of an electron beam, a dielectric

resonator, and suitable output coupling optics I
. The beam may

pass directly through the dielectric at greater-than-light

apeed for that medium, in which case it will emit spontaneous

Cerenkov radiation. If, in addition, there are mirrors forming

an optical cavity, the reflected radiation stimulates further

SCe-enkov emission, and gain can result. In order to achieve

gain, however, the beam velocity spread mst be kept very low

and hence in this most elementary case a gaseous dielectric

and a highly energetic beam is needed. The Cerenkov thres-

old energy YT eexpressed in terms of the index of refraction

n is given by:

YT . a,

When typical gasses at moderate pressure are considered,

will range between 20 and 200.

3 It is also possible to propagate a beam through a channel

or near tu the surface of a dielectric.' In this case the
2.

threshold energy is greatly reduced. Substantial power 2n the

lower m wavelength range can be obtained from devices driven

by beams in the 100-200 KV range.

*Supported in part by the Air ForOe office of Scientific Research,
the Army Research Office, and the Office of Naval Research.
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If the beam energy is increased, a device of this kind

may also be useful at much shorter wavelengths. This follows

from two basic considerations. The first is the scale length

of the region over which the fields slowed by the dielectric

resonator evanesce. It can be shown on very general terms

that this is governed by:

lSy b

where b is the scale length of the order of the beam diameter

and beam-wave velocity synchronism is assumed. When b is

a fraction of a millimeter, Sf in the 2-20 range place I in

the far infrared part of the spectrum.

In calculating the gain in the short wavelength region, a

non-collective approach may be adopted. A field with a

component directed along the beam is assumed to exist. This

produces .a modulation current and the stimulated emission is

the result of the work done by the beam back on the field. It

is most convenient to express this as a reciprocal quality factor

% -dV

where I is the energy stored in the whole resonator, E and i

are the electric field and the modulation current, and w is

the angular frequency of the emittad radiation. When I/Qb  0,

gain is positive.

The gain expression can be placed in a relatively general

form. If we assume that the beam may be regarded as monoener-

3getic at the wavelength of interest (A Ldy/(Oy) , L-resonator

length) we can show:
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1 31s 2  n U c-cose)

b Y) 0, 0T 3 F 0

wher 8 = (kv-w)L/v is the relative transit angle, and current,

1, have been measured in units of 1 = ec/r O (r e2/Mc

The terms in the expression which involve the field component

in the beam direction and the stored energy are of the order

of L2 /mode areatimes a factor which is specifically dependent

on the resonator. In addition, an effective relative beam

density j/n 0 is obtained from the transverse dependence of the

fields. Typical designs for short wavelength devices and the

results of recent experiments will be discussed.

1. Stimulated Cerenkov Radiation, in Advances in Electronics
and Electron Physics, Vol. 56 (PAca8 esI,-1r27).

2. A BRi h Power Cerenkov maser, with S. Von Lean, J. Branscum,
3. -IuE-MdE , AppI. Phys. Lett., to be publishe

September 1982.I
I
!
I
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A Cerenkoy gas laser
.. Z_ malsh, a. ionso

omatmn of Physics end Astronomy, Dlartmouth College
U.D. # 6127, Hanover, NW Hampshire 03755

Abstract

9 A Carenkow gas laser would consist of a suitable gas at near atmospheric pressure. a
highly relativistic electron bean. and an optical cavity. Ths electron bean emits

opontaneous Corenkov radiation which is reflected on the bea at the Cerenkov, angle by the
cavity. This. in turn, stimulates fuxrther emission. in en idealized situation the
predicted gain of such a system, when operated in the visible region of the spectrum. couldI be quite high (many percaftt/pas. Results of an idealized calculation and departures
therefrom caused by finite beau smittance and energy spread, velocity space diffusion of
the bea in the resonator, and constraints impoeed by beau and cavity characteristics will
be discussed.

9 Introduction

The idea of a Carenkov radiation gas-filled visible wavelength source has long been an
attractive one. 1 Since the index of refraction n (n - v~c c - dielectric constant) varies
with frequency w. , light of different wavelengths is emitted at different anales defin~ed by
coo Ic - 1/9n( W;(. Par 9 A 1 a gas can be used to provide n only slightly different from

3 unity. Consequently, large viarations in (n - 1) can be achieved through variations in
pressure. Thus, for a given beam energy and gas pressure. the wavelength and corresponding
a&gle of emission are completely determined. The advent of hichly relativistic eloctr-on
bams and fast -pulse detection systems makes this idea feasible. A device is proposed in

which spontaneous emission is reflected back onto the beam, thereby inducing; stimulated
emission and. anbancing output.

several factors most be considered in the design of such a device. beom energy, energy
sproad, and angular divergence must be examined. Cavity paramters such as gas type, gas
prssuce, cavity dimensions, and mirror reflectivity, as well as output detection must be
analyzed. These considerations. together with an estimate of spontaneous end stimulated

emsion rates, determine the gain threshold conditions.

af facts, of "he medium on the electron beom

Our choice of suitable gases is dictated by the need to maximize Cerenkov output while

keeping energy losses. at a minimum. As a representative low 2 gas, we choose Helium atF
S'P. The threshold energy for emission of Cerankov radiation in the visible region is
* 41e48. We define a critical energy Es above which the electrons in the stoma
effectively screen the nuclear charge from the incident electrons. In Helium, Es w 73 HaY *
therefore, if we assum an electron energy of BO Hey, we can hope to minimize energy losses
due to collisions. In addition, we choose a nominal cavity length of 1 mater and find thatI ~ ~~~~~the energy loss due to collisional, ionization is apoiasy47.12fe3adta
due to sremsetrahlung is on the order of 1.3 * 0 ..

3  
Thus, or an initid1 electron

energy of 80 MaY. we find the percent energy loss in I meter of Helium from both effects to
be AETor/E Is .075%. We then Conclude that the particle velocity is not sicnl~lcsntly

affected and, ignoring electron-electron interactions in the baem we can calculate theI angular scattering of an electron in the beau via the method of Scott and Snyd-er.
4 If one

assumes the bean enters the cavity vell-collimated, the angular *distrtbUtion of the
electrons is approximately Gaussian. The calculated value of ."(~'~ . where ki
the angle at which the angular distribution is l/e th its peak value. is M 2. 5 or *In

comparison, the Corankov angle at 5000 1 is on the order of 10 mrad.

Swn~ eous emission rate
The calculation of the spontaneous emission. both ilk terms of the number of photons

per pulse and energy per pulse is straightjorward.5 For 41pulsed electron beom of pulse
length 3 picosecond And be=u cross-sectional area of I mfl1, the number of photons per TIpulse per cm is W a.106. The energy per pulse in 1 mater is on the order of 4 - 10- l..j
These are detectable quatitis however, the aor source of gain is intended to be the
stimulated emission which will significantly enhance the Output.-
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The dependence of the stimulated emission rate on the key parameters can be displayed
easily if we aesume, in the first approximation, that the beam moves in one dimension
(alog a) and can be presented by a delta function distribution in momentum. We aassmethat the spontaneous amission. which represents the perturbing field. is reflected onto the
beam At the CarenkoW Angle, and use the linarized Vlasov equation:

6

Intwatii Over a seroth order orbit e find an empremion for 6f. We then define 4
current

-ne d f , a * electron density, (2)

such that

P . Jad 7 1 (3)

Finally, we define

In the one-dmensicnal case.

S. E . iL(k- wt) (S)

where92 Boasin @3 E 0 C olte

Substituting into the expression for 0- and collecting tarme yields the result
Ao

l 2  
1 Sa 2 Se [ -€se

1/0 49 1 1I1S coi...lne *(6)

where

8 - end Y..l-a

J - X/Ao, I I the beam cument

b I croe-sectiOlml beam ate, A, I crles-se tional mods interaction area.

Inn c - I M@2 8 - wee a is the refractive index of the gas, and

*-(h~v - k

The Cerenkov angle dependence and the dependence oan made area enter through the relation

The general range of obtainable 0-1 (or. alternatively. gain/pass Q - -Lw/vQ) can be
easily extracted from an examination 9f Eq. (6). Assuming E - 78 MeV. I - 10 amp. L - 1 2,
and a - 1.000129. we hays for peak Q- and G, -7.10

-
8 and 23t. respectively. In obtainxnq

theme results we have also assumed that the beam is located at the maximmm value of

a ('l-case)

The value of *in
2 

9 wasn choen assirning w is not close to an absorption line. In the
frequency region near tie absorption line, n rises, the threshold enerqy decreases. and
am value Of sin *0 increases. Bence gain is enhanced in this reqion. In order to

L.



•" evaluate the potential benefita of operating in this region the aesoc4ted increase in
I absorption must alsa be assessed.

This method has also been applied to a two-dimensional bean where the t direction is
parallel to the beam and the x direction is transverse to it. rurthermoro, we have ssed ji

a more realistic velocity distribution which is Gaussian in both the z and x directions. '

I The calculations are therefore Inaiderably more complicated an# the integrations are I., perfozued nuserically. In aelition. we examine the value of -am a function of index of
refraction and am a function of the traneit angle 8 defined as

O - (E • ;- ) L/v,.

for several parallel Gausian vwidths. The results of these Calculations are displayed
graphically in Figures I and 2.

Pea . als te

m's'

old -4I

Local .00.

Figure 1. Gain vs. refractive index. Figure 2. Gain vs. transit angle.

The higher curves represent decreaeing Gaussian widthsaend we mee the obvious result
oothat gain increes. In addition. order-o gitude increses in cam be achieved by

iing n . The easiest wy to increase n is to raise the gee pressure, which has the
aded benefit of increasing the CerInkv angle. thus facilitating detection. Unfortunately.

such an increase a results in increased scattering energy loss and angular spread.
Thus. as mentioned earlier. operation nesr am absorption Lime ma be am attractive

eltative.

IIf we omere the maximm valus of obtained via the above calculation to a typical
)optical cavity a Value.

whee -3, (_...I..) reflectivity, (1i

go find O 0 10 - 10o and Ocvity * 10 for pa 90 . Thus. the criterion for Presonance Ocavity - Obsem can be achieved.

Conclusion@

A comlete description of a possible Corankov gas * laser' would include the follovingi
(se Figure 31 a) A low a gas such as Nelivas at or f%- *:ht

b) An electron been of electron energy a 73 4eVj

a) Two mirrors. one of optical reflectivity on the
order of 100% and one partially tzanmwattigr

4) A detection systen capable of fast-pulse (e.g.I pioecood) detection.

!I
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?iqut 3.

Out investigationl thus fat indicats that a relatively high power visible wavelengthp

source is feasible. Critical PSAISitsrs must be evaluated which will mitimize bams
degradationl while mmsalizift9 Output. Future endeavors ini a thorough analysis of this

subject will include the effects, if any, of space Charge neutralization and electron

trapping,9 an well as dispersion characteristics and further departures fram the semi-

idealized two-dimensional model presented in this Paper.
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